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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid." 
Court date set for lawsuit 
Abe be v. Surles trial 
set for December 
By Joseph Ryan 
News editor 
A trial has been set for early December 
after a settlement couldn't be reached in 
the discrimination lawsuit brought by 
Eastern professor Teshome Abebe against 
the university and former President Carol 
Surles. 
T he suit accuses Surles of discriminat-
ing against Abebe on the basis of race, sex 
and national origin when she removed him 
from his vice president for academic affairs 
position. 
Abebe was hired as Eastern's provost 
and vice president for academic affairs in 
1998, and in March of 2000, exactly a year 
after Surles was hired as president, he was 
reassigned as a tenured professor in the 
economics department. 
T he suit , which was filed in November 
of 2000, alleges that Surles propositioned 
him to be her 
"boyfriend" and when 
he refused , she violated 
university procedure 
and moved to fire him. 
Furthermore, the 
suit says Surles made 
racial comments 
regarding his employ- Carol Surles 
ment such as, "T his 
campus will not accept leadership from 
two black people," and that Abebe's 
Ethiopian origin was "causing a problem." 
H owever, during the discovery process 
of the trail , Surles and the university filed 
a counterclaim accusing Abebe of using a 
false discrimination suit as leverage to 
"continue employment at a salary level of 
his choosing" after his reassignment. 
After being informed of Surles' deci-
sion to terminate him, Abebe was told if 
he stayed at Eastern as a professor he 
would earn half of his $120,756 vice pres-
ident salary, his lawsuit states. 
T he counterclaim also says Abebe's dis-
crimination allegations caused Surles 
emotional distress, painted her in a false 
light, constituted defamation and damage 
to business reputation. In addition, the 
claim says Abebe's actions constituted 
interference with contract and prospective 
business advantage and was a breach of 
employees' fiduciary duty. 
Abebe only began the discrimination 
accusations after he discovered Surles had 
received complaints from deans and 
department chairs about his performance, 
the counterclaim states. 
"As a result of Dr. Abebe's conduct, Dr. 
Surles has been injured in her health and 
reputation and ability to continue to work 
under her contract with the University and 
her ability to contract with other employ-
ers," the counterclaim says. 
Milton Otto, Abebe's attorney, said in 
an interview that if "Abe be did not believe 
(the allegations) were true he would not 
have filed them." 
"It will be up to the court to decide .. .it 
comes down to if he is telling the truth or 
if she is telling the truth ," Otto said. 
See LAWSUIT Page 9 
'Hold on to your wallets' and other post-Enron lessons 
Kulesza stresses value 
of life-long learning 
By Jennifer Chiariello 
Staff v.riter 
C.S. "Bud" Kulesza stressed that learn-
ing is an ongoing process in the Roberson 
Auditorium in Lumpkin H all Wednesday 
night for his "H old on to Your Wallets, 
H ang on to Your Hats" presentation. 
"The moment you stop learning, is the 
moment you start dying," Kulesza advised 
students and professors. 
Kulesza has been the senior vice presi-
dent for IT T and currently serves as senior 
consultant for ITT. 
H e is the president of the IMA, an 
informational technology professional's 
organization and teaches at the University 
of Texas, Austin in the executive MBA pro-
gram. Kulesza is set to become the execu-
tive-in-residence at Lumpkin. 
Kulesza's Powerpoint presentation 
addressed the changing roles of accountants 
in light of the Enron scandal and the 
changing demands of business for college 
graduates. Kulesza discussed the role 
accountants played in the Enron scandal as 
well as the positive and negative results that 
will follow the scandal. Kulesza also dis-
cussed how the Enron scandal has helped 
to evolve accountants' roles in business 
today. 
The main focus of the presentation was 
the skills needed for success. Kulesza refers 
to business skills as the many hats worn by 
professionals in accounting. Kulesza mod-
eled a variety of hats to stress the impor-
tance of learning to balance professional 
tasks, diversity, and team playing. 
Many students found the presentation 
applicable to both their professional career 
and personal life. 
Colin McAuliffe/ Associate photo editor 
C.S. "Bud" Kulzer Jr. talks to students and faculty about the Enron s candal at the Roberson 
Auditorium in lumpkin Hall, Wednesday evening. 
"It was very helpful how he implement-
ed hats into everyday life," said Karen 
H obson, a senior accounting major. 
Students felt the presentation raised 
questions about different aspects of their 
chosen field of profession they had never 
thought of. 
"It made me think about my career and 
how I will have to know more than just 
accounting itself. I am going to have to 
learn how the entire business works," Matt 
Newton, a senior accounting major said. 
New fraternity 
plans to start 
new traditions 
Melissa Nielsen 
Campus reporter 
Eastern's newest fraternity will give 
men on campus the chance to be part 
of new traditions and a strong broth-
erhood. 
Phi Kappa Pheta was established 
nationally in 1889, but Jeremy 
Crumly, a physical education major, 
officially started Eastern's chapter 
Jan. 31, said Marty Shaughnessy, a 
junior biology major and social chair 
of Phi Kappa T heta. 
Crumly started a Phi Kappa Pheta 
chapter at L ewis University in 
Romeoville and said he wanted to 
bring the same traditions to Eastern's 
campus when he transferred earlier 
this year. 
Shaughnessy said he found several 
men on 
cam p us 
interested <I>K8 
in joining ~ 
the new 
fraternity 
because it 
a l lows 
them to start their own traditions and 
rules to live by. 
"I think with most fraternities on 
campus you enter into rules and tradi-
tions, but we get to decide which 
direction t his one is going in," 
Shaughnessy said . 
Crumly said he hopes the fraterni -
ty will start a long tradition of com-
munity service and veer away from the 
stereotypical drinking and partying 
images that other brotherhoods have 
fallen into. 
"We want to go beyond the party 
aspect, make sure all of our guys have 
the fundamentals of doing good in 
school and want to be a part of some-
thing bigger than the campus," he 
said. 
Men who want to join the fraterni -
ty can rush in the fall semester if they 
have a grade point average of 2.25 or 
higher, want to be involved in the 
community and will be dedicated to 
keeping the fraternity alive, Crumly 
said. 
Phi Kappa P heta currently has 17 
members and hopes to have 25 mem-
bers by the end of the semester. 
H owever, the fraternity plans to be 
very selective when they rush fall 
semester. 
"We are a new fraternity and want 
to start with quality," Crumly said. 
T his semester, the fraternity plans 
to initiate a long tradition of commu-
nity service by selling t -shirts in 
remembrance of Sept. 11. 
Proceeds from the shirts will be 
split among The Red Cross, the 
September 11 Fund and Firefighters 
and Policemen of America. 
Phi Kappa Pheta members will also 
participate in the Special O lympics 
and plans to choose a philanthropy 
soon. 
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Mark May, a learning assistant at Eastern, speaks to students about finding information on the Internet at 
Ninth Street Hall Wednesday evening. 
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External Relations to discuss Project 21 raids 
Updates on the hiring of 
Charlestons new dty manager and 
discussion on recent Project 21 raids 
are set for discussion at Thursdays 
meeting of the External Relations 
Committee. The External Relations 
Committee meets at 5:30 p.m. 
Thursday in the 1895 Room of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union. In addition, issues with the 
pedestrian lights on Fourth Street and 
the Charleston Noise Control 
Committee wlll also be discussed, 
Marty Ruhaak, chair of the commit-
tee, said Wednesday. 
The Charleston City Council 
announced Tuesday it would appoint 
Alan Probst as the new dty manager. 
Issues have been brought up 
recently about the flashing pedestrian 
lights on Fourth Street, since they flash 
24 hours a day and many motorists 
tend to ignore them. The Charleston 
Noise Control Committee met before 
spring break to discuss goals and a 
course of action. They decided to 
adapt a decibel meter system to test 
noise levels and have police issue 
warnings before tickets are issued. The 
committee is set to do some field tests 
and ride along with police to assess 
noise levels. 
Student Senate sponsors job fair in MLK Union 
By Shannon Partain 
Staff miter 
Students concerned with their 
cash flow for next semester will be 
getting a little help from the 
Student Senate Thursday at the On 
Campus job Fair. 
The job fair wlll be held from 11 
a.m to 4 p.m. Thursday in the Grand 
Ballroom of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
"There are many departments on 
campus that have a hard time find-
ing employees, and many students 
who need jobs." Ronnie Deedrick, 
Internal Affairs Committee chair, 
said. "We're bringing them together 
to help students get jobs." 
Some of the departments that 
will be at the job fair include the 
D ining Services, H ousing Services, 
Booth Library, the Union, Copy 
Express, Career Services, Facilities 
Planning and Management, and 
Information Technical Services. 
jobs range from grounds crews, 
BSWs, and movers to library and 
kitchen help, D eedrick said. The 
graduate school will also be in atten-
dance to talk with students about 
graduate assistant programs, 
D eedrick said. 
D eedrick said that some of the 
departments will have applications 
available and information to give to 
students. The Payroll D epartment 
will also be in attendance to sign 
students up so when and if they get 
a job they can get paid, Deedrick 
said. 
"BasicaJJy, we are trying to help 
students fmd employment." 
D eedrick said. 
Eastern Wind Ensemble begins high school concert tour 
By Heather Robinson 
AciMies edta 
Eastern's Wind Ensemble wlll 
begin its annual concert tour 
Thursday and, along the way, wlll 
help a few high school bands in the 
western suburbs of Chicago improve 
their skills. 
The Wind Ensemble, which is 
comprised of 47 students, will start its 
tour with a featured concert at 7:30 
p.m. Thursday In Aurora In the 
Waubonsee VaJJey H igh School 
Auditorium. 
Lawrence Stoffel, director of the 
ensemble, said the they wlll perform 
nine songs and wlll feature Sgt. Susan 
Rider on the comet. 
Stoffel said in an e-maJJ that Sgt. 
Rider was granted special permission 
by the Marine Corps to perform with 
the Wind Ensemble. 
"I heard her play in Chicago at the 
Midwest Clinic." Stoffel said. "After 
her performance, I asked her if she 
would be able and willing to play with 
us, and luckily, she was." 
While in the area, the ensemble 
wlll share rehearsals and clinics with 
bands from Waubonsee VaJJey and 
West Aurora High School, both of 
Aurora, and Benet Academy in Lisle, 
Stoffel said. 
"We travel to different parts of the 
state to help different high schools," 
Stoffel said. "Last year, we went 
around the St. Louis area." 
Stoffel said the Wind Ensemble 
will help the high school bands by 
either conducting shared rehearsals or 
giving informal concerts. 
"I usuaJJy ask the band director, 
'What do you want us to do?,' and 
they usuaJJy choose one of two 
options: shared rehearsal or an infor-
mal concert," he said. "Either way, it's 
a great learning experience." 
CAA will consider changing necessity of high school transcripts 
By Scott Miller 
Administration reporter 
Students hoping to transfer Into 
Eastern may soon be required to 
provide high school transcripts 
showing class rank, grade point 
average and ACT/SAT scores. 
Currently, only students with 
fewer than 30 credit hours are 
required to supply the university 
with their high school transcripts. 
The Council on Academic Affairs 
may change that policy at its 2 p.m. 
meeting T hursday in the 
Arcola!f uscola Room of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. Union. 
Admissions Director Dale Wolf 
said the request would not affect 
the admissions policy. Instead, it is a 
records issue which is separate from 
admissions, Wolf said. The changes 
would ensure students records are 
on ftle, he said. 
In other agenda items, the coun-
cil will continue to look at courses 
delivered over the Internet and a 
revision to the Board of Trustees 
bachelor's of arts degree program. 
The council is not expected to act 
on these items Thursday. 
T he council has developed a 
subcommittee designed to preserve 
the integrity of courses taught over 
the Internet, and ensure those 
courses do not become completely 
different from their in-class coun-
terparts. 
E ventually, the council will 
request online instructors to pro-
vide the CAA with information on 
the course objectives and the deliv-
ery and evaluation methods. 
Also, the council will look at 
changing credit requirements of the 
BO T degree program, which is 
designed for adults who are return-
ing to college to finish their 
degrees. 
The change would require par-
ticipants in the BOT program to 
complete six semester hours in 
communication/language courses. 
Those students would also be 
required to take one senior seminar 
course. 
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The definition of diversity discussed at workshop 
By Allegra Hoopingarner 
Staff Ktiter 
Students discussed their feel-
ings on and definition of diversi-
ty at a workshop of the same 
name at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday in 
the Effingham Room of the 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 
University Union. 
Veronica Perez, a graduate 
student working for the outreach 
program at the campus counsel-
ing center, led the discussion 
where students expressed their 
opinions on such topics as race, 
ethnicity, culture, sexual orienta-
tion and religion. 
"Diversity is what makes each 
person unique and different from 
the person sitting next to them," 
Perez explained. 
To break the ice and get 
expressive juices flowing, Perez 
handed out a sheet with several 
questions involving subjects of 
personal identity and common 
misconceptions, then asked peo-
ple to discuss each question with-
in smaller groups. 
"This is a pretty huge topic. 
For some people, diversity is not 
just a subject to be discussed, it 's 
something the deal with every 
day of their lives," Perez said. 
Passionate discussions involv-
ing Greek affiliations and mis-
conceptions about both gender 
and racial differences soon fol-
lowed Perez's provoking ques-
tions. 
"I've always wanted to know 
how people think and feel about 
certain topics. This discussion 
will help give insight into how 
people think," said Leonia 
Campbell, a freshman early 
childhood education major. 
Perez explained to members of 
the discussion that diversity 
doesn't only include race, ethnic-
tty, and culture. 
"It's good to realize all of peo-
ple's differences, not just race, 
ethnicity and culture, but also 
personality, views on patriotism 
and feelings or opinions," Perez 
said. 
Some students arrived to the 
discussion open to opinion, yet 
were still taken aback by what 
was discussed. 
"I came here to see what peo-
ple thought and what their views 
were on everything. I was sur-
prised at what people said," said 
Lauren H enry, a freshman physi-
cal education major. 
Let the Garnes Begin! 
&l~h ~fl! I ID &l~h 
would like to wish everyone 
participating in Greek Week 2002 
GOOD LUCK 
Eastern Illinois University 
Bus Stop Locations 
For Drop Off On Friday Evening 
And Pick Up On Monday Evenin 
Phone: (217) 581-5122 
Website: 
www://eiu.edu -union/bu sservice.h t ml 
Two Convenient 
Pick Up Points on Fri. 
Union 2:30 p.m. - 2:45 p.m. 
9th St. 2:50 p.m. - 3:05 p.m. 
Colin McAuliffe/ Associate photo editor 
Veronica Perez, a masters grad student, has students talk to each other about their heritage and background 
Wednesday night in the Effingham Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
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Importance 
of diversity 
T:e Student Senate exists to represent the tudents and to be an example to the stu-ents. Senate leaders have said those rea-ons behind existence were the intent in a 
bylaw enacted last semester requiring each senate 
member to attend one diverse meeting or event per 
semester. 
For the students 
It doesn't speak well of the 
Student Senate that only four 
members have fulfilled their 
diversity requirement so far. 
So far, only four sen-
ate members have ful-
filled this requirement. 
How is the senate 
being an example to the 
students if only four of 
them have attended such 
an event so far? Only four weeks remain, and 25 
senate members still need to complete that require-
ment. 
When the bylaw was passed last semester, it saw a 
very long debate before it was passed. What good 
did all of the discussion do if the senate is still the 
same as it was before? 
It is a student's nature to procrastinate, and plen-
ty of diverse events are coming up to close out the 
semester. However, plenty have already been held. 
To really set an example, senate members should 
fulfill the requirement throughout the semester. 
Although the bylaw does not dictate when the 
event should be attended, it doesn't convey an exam-
ple to the students if all members wait until the last 
minute. 
If all complete their event at the last minute, it 
really does not achieve what the bylaw set out to 
achieve. 
The bylaw is a good one. The four senate mem-
bers who have attended their event have said the 
experience was an enlightening one. What the bylaw 
needs is a little more weight. To attend one event in 
a 15-week semester is nothing, but the penalty for 
not doing so also is nothing. 
If senate members do not attend an event by the 
semester's close, they receive one committee meeting 
absence. Three committee meeting absences amount 
to one senate meeting absence, and missing three 
senate meetings is grounds for removal from the 
senate. 
Therefore, the penalty for not fulfilling the 
requirement is really not a penalty unless a senate 
member skips meetings a lot. 
To really make a difference, maybe the bylaw can 
be changed to have a stiffer penalty, or senate mem-
bers should attend more than one meeting. 
What the senate has already done is a good start, 
but it can do so much more, and it owes it to those 
they serve to do so. 
• The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern News 
editorial board. 
The Daily 
astern News 
"Tell the tmth and don't be afraid." 
A culture admiring the wrong heroes 
I t's been almost two weeks since the Academy Awards, and people are still talking about it ... Halle Berry's 
emotional break-down, the tri-
umph of African Americans walk-
ing away with both Oscars for best 
actor, the record-breaking four-
and-a-halfhour length ... it was a 
night to remember. 
I didn't happen to catch it Biweekly columnist 
unfortunately. 
My mom tuned in for the 
entire marathon ceremony, so I saw parts here and there, but I 
didn't mark the program on my calendar weeks in advance or 
anything. 
Movie stars, I'm beginning to realize, are notably ridiculous. 
More ridiculous, however, are those of us who worship movie 
stars, talking about them as if we know them. 
The majority of the dresses the actresses wear at the 
Academy Awards are elaborate contraptions of fabric I would 
laugh at if I saw them on the rack, yet we stay tuned in to see 
what Cameron Diaz has on. 
The people who win Oscars all thank lists miles long of 
people none of the viewers at home knows, but we watch 
because Will Smith is introducing next. 
I went to Barnes and Noble and was flipping through P8?ple 
magazine with this morbid fascination to see all the photos of 
the best and worst dressed at the ceremony. Just about every 
fashion and "news" magazine on the rack had sections devoted 
to the glamourous evening. 
The US magazine I picked up was even more disgusting. 
Not only can we see Oscars after-party photos, but thanks to 
the devoted vigilance of paparazzi, we can be informed of every 
time Britney Spears buys some jeans and jennifer Lopez eats a 
salad. 
Why in the world to we idolize these people? Why do we 
care when one of them takes their kid to a basebaJJ game? 
Thats what dads do. They take their kids to basebaJJ games. 
Yet somehow it's news when jack Nicholson does it. 
"It's about time we 
start honoring the 
true heroes in life 
and looking up to 
people who have 
actually done some-
thing to deserve our 
reverence." 
They're just people, people. 
Sure, they've got a skill: they can 
act. Everybody's got some sort of 
skill. Who made up the rule that 
if your skill is acting in movies, 
then you will be worshiped by the 
masses? 
These people who can't make 
their marriages last more than ten 
years should not be our national 
heroes. 
It's about time we start honor-
ing the true heroes in life and 
looking up to people who have actuaJJy done something to 
deserve our reverence. 
A very close friend of mine pours her heart and soul into 
counseling college students. To do this job required her moving 
to a town where finding a group of friends turned out to be a 
virtual impossibility, but helping students find life was worth 
the sacrifice to her. 
This woman is who I admire. Her life is what I want to 
copy. The impact she made on me and others is the topic I 
want to discuss - not Tom and Nicole's tragic break-up. 
We, as a culture, are admiring and emulating all the wrong 
things. The beautiful, the wealthy and the successful are who 
we put on a pedestal, while the people actually getting dirty 
making others Jives - and ultimately the world - better are 
ignored. 
It would do us all some good to look past the surface to find 
the real heroes and attempt to model our Jives after them. We 
need to start recognizing those people personaJJy and publicly 
because they're the ones who have earned it. 
The impact these heroes make lasts - unlike the honor 
Hollywood bestows on its actors. After all, does anyone even 
remember that after Sally Fields won an Oscar for best actress 
in 1984, she said, "You like me! Right now, you like me!"? 
• Erika Larson is a senior English major. Her column runs every 
other Thursday. Her e-mail address is eslarson@eiu.edu. 
Columns are the opinion of the author. 
More to speaker's 
presentation than was 
covered in The DEN 
Your turn 
support." It also had to do with the 
important occurrences that made Japan 
and China develop so dramaticaJJy and 
their comparisons with what the World 
Trade Organization and International 
Monetary Fund are trying to implement. 
In the question and answer section, there 
was discussion about changes being 
made by the WTO to do a better job 
and the indication that some changes 
may come about. 
I attended the speech given by 
Richard Grawbowski March 27 and 
came away with a very different impres-
sion of his presentation. I am in total 
agreement with the coverage by Tne 
Daily Eastern Mwsthrough the sentence 
about more policies such as democracy 
and a banking system. There is no men-
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Letters to the editor 
tion of the history of recent economic 
revolutions. I find The DEN did not do 
justice to its readers because of its defi-
ciency in telling the rest of the story. It 
also is unfair to Dr. Grawbowski and his 
research findings. It was much more 
than the headline statement of 
"Struggling nations need personalized 
LETIERS TO THE EDITOR - The Dally E~ta-n 
N!1vs accepts letters to the editor addressing local, 
state, national and international issues. They 
should be less than 250 words and include the 
authors name, telephone number and address. 
Students should indicate their year in school and 
major. Faculty, administration and staff should 
indicate their position and department Letters 
whose authors cannot be verified will not be 
Roger Stanley 
Board of Trustees curriculum 
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may 
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as 
possible. Letters can be sent to The Dally Eastern 
N!1vsat 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920; 
faxed to 217 -581-2923; ore-mailed to 
brruthhart@eiu.edu 
EDITORIALS - The DaUy Eastern N!1vs prints 
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The 
Dally Eastern N!1vs student editorial board. 
Send letters to the edito r via e-mail to b rr uthhart@eiu.edu 
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Holocaust questions answered 
By Michelle Perez 
Staff 'Mia-
Professor Dan McMillan, assistant history profes-
sor, gave answers to people's most common questions 
about the holocaust of World War II in a lecture 
given Wednesday evening. 
"Understanding the Holocaust" was presented at 
6:30 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall, Room 1031. 
McMillan started with part of a speech given by 
Heinrich Himmler, who was head of the SS and 
"Hi tiers right -hand man." 
McMillan listed several assumptions about 
Himmler's philosophy that can be drawn from his 
speech. 
He discussed poosible answers to the most com-
monly asked question: why did the holocaust happen? 
Eliminating Jews from society was Germany's 
idea, but at first that didn't mean physical extermina-
tion, McMillan said. 
"Later, Hitler and his aides decided to slaughter 
Jews, otherwise they would cause war and conupt 
Germany's plans." McMillan said. 
One of the moot dramatic examples McMillan 
gave of the extermination of Jews took place in Babi 
Yar. There, for 36 hours, Jews lined up naked and 
waited for their turn to be shot to death. It was there 
that 30,000 people were killed, McMillan said. 
"Jews would harm Germany because they were 
another species, they were a parasite on other 
nations." was one example McMillan gave. 
McMillan then explained whether or not the 
holocaust was unique in comparison to other mass 
killings throughout history. 
"I would argue that it was very much unique." 
McMillan said. 
Laura Milen/Staff photographer 
Dan McMillan, history professor at Eastern for four years, talks to students and staff 
about the holocaust Wednesday evening in lumpkin Hall. 
UPI disappointed with IBHE report on inequities in the faculty 
By Scott Miller 
Mmiristration repata-
Illinois' largest faculty union is 
disappointed with an Illinois Board 
of H igher Education report 
designed to uncover inequities 
between tenured and non-tenure 
track, or part-time, faculty. 
House Joint Resolution 19, 
passed by the Illinois General 
Assembly, came after many began to 
believe that non-tenure track faculty 
were being taken advantage of 
because, at some universities, they 
work for low pay and minimal bene-
fits while taking on a full-time load. 
The legislation directed the 
IBH E to "consider policies designed 
to discourage over-reliance on part-
time and non-tenure track faculty." 
and directed the board to recom-
mend minimal salary and benefit 
levels for those faculty members. 
"The IBH E didn't do that at all," 
john Murphy, executive vice presi-
dent for the University Professionals 
of Illinois, said Wednesday. "We 
thought the board was asked to 
address pay discrepandes between 
non-tenure track and tenure track 
faculty." 
The report failed to give any 
solutions and instead detailed a sur-
vey conducted by the Center for 
Governmental Studies at Northern 
Illinois University, Murphy said, 
which found non-tenure track facul-
ty are "very satisfied" with their posi-
tions and pay. 
According to the UPI. the report 
ignored the different problems that 
may be found throughout different 
universities. The union also thinks 
the methodology of the report pro-
duced results the board wanted to 
see. 
"We understand that 342 out of 
16,000 faculty were surveyed." said 
David Radavich, English professor 
and president of Eastern's chapter of 
UPI. "It only surveyed a few people 
at each university, and some part-
time people are afraid to go on 
record saying what they really 
think." 
Murphy agreed, contending the 
survey "glossed over some troubles" 
different universities face without 
thoroughly addressing the problems 
at hand. 
"We think it was the methodolo-
gy and the way the questions were 
asked." Murphy said. 
"We felt that each university 
should report on how many non-
tenure track faculty it has, what 
those faculty were doing and how 
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they were paid. 
"The report needed to truly ana-
lyze what is going on different cam-
puses. Instead, there tends to be an 
obliteration of problem that may 
occur at some campuses and not 
others." 
The UPI support the idea of the 
study, Radavich said. "We just don't 
think it went far enough." 
The union understands universi-
ties' needs to hire part-time faculty, 
Murphy added, "but when people 
are teaching full-time for four-to-
five years, you have to think that the 
university is only trying to save 
money." 
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Student OKed to address BOT 
Senate endorses Kenneth 
Bauer to speak about 
Booth Library delay 
as early as August, that jeff Cooley, vice presi-
dent for business affairs, Carol Strode, acting 
director of facilities planning and manage-
ment, and particularaly Steve Shrake, director 
of the Physical Plant, lied before and after the 
delay was announced. Bauer also alleges that 
the students were intentionally not used for 
the book move and that the administration 
knew this. 
RHA to discuss altering 
newspaper program 
By Jessica Danielewicz 
Student Government editor 
After considerable debate, the Student 
Senate voted Wednesday to recommend to 
Eastern's Board of Trustees that a student 
affected by the delay in Booth Library's com-
pletion and book move be allowed to address 
the Board regarding issues surrounding the 
delay. 
Ken Bauer, a journalism major who was 
affected by the delay, will address the board. 
Many senate members expressed concerns 
that, in passing the resolution, the senate was 
endorsing what Bauer had to say. 
A number of amendments were passed on 
the wording of the resolution, but there was 
considerable disagreement on the question of 
adding a disclaimer to the resolution stating 
that Student Government does not necessarily 
endorse what Bauer would say. 
Delays in Booth Library's completion were 
announced Dec. 5, but Bauer alleges that key 
administrators knew about the delay before 
that date, possibly in August, he says. 
Students employed to move books, includ-
ing Bauer, were notified by e-mail that they 
would no longer be needed. 
After the delays were announced, Bauer 
obtained a number of documents through the 
Freedom of Information Act that he said prove 
that the administration knew about the delay 
before it was announced. 
Bauer said he has been combing Eastern's 
Internal Governing Policies to see if there have 
been any violations. H is course of action will 
depend on what he finds within the policies. 
His course of action may include legal action, 
though this has not yet been determined. 
In speaking to the BOT, Bauer said he 
would tell the Board that the delay was known 
Shirley Stewart, interim vice president for 
student affairs, told the senate that Bauer is on 
the agenda for the April 29 meeting. 
Senate members were concerned about 
passing the resolution without the disclaimer 
would jeopardize the senate's relationship with 
the BOT. 
Opposition to the disclaimer stemmed 
from the fact that the senate exists to represent 
the students, not the BOT. However, Speaker 
of the Senate joe Robbins said Eastern's poli-
cy of shared governance is reason to be con-
cerned about the relationship with the BOT. 
The senate voted 14-12 not to include the 
disclaimer on the resolution. 
Following that vote, senate members voiced 
why they would feel uncomfortable passing 
the resolution without the disclaimer. 
However, the resolution did pass by a majority 
vote. 
In other business, the senate approved the 
budget amounts for five boards funded 
through the student activity fee and overseen 
by the Apportionment Board. 
Those five boards are the University Board, 
Student Government, Campus Recreation, 
Players Dramatic Performances and the AB. 
Considerable debate took place over the 
budget amounts as well. In the end, however, 
the proposed amounts were passed. 
The amounts are $8,614 for Players 
Dramatic Performances, $38,850 for the AB, 
$179,000 for Campus Recreation, $31 ,035 for 
Student Government and $189,876 for the 
UB. 
Before the budgets are official, they must be 
approved by Stewart, interim President Lou 
Hencken, and then the BOT. 
Vou.r i-m,a ge i s 
ev.e ryt1..-.iJJ'l.g . Hovv 
~'1uch i t: c o s t s <:-:c-.n 
be o ~.,, .,... li1ttle sec•-·et . 
By Jessica Danielewicz 
Student Government editor 
The Residence Hall Association 
will discuss eliminating delivery of the 
Sunday edition of Tne St. Louis Post-
Dispatch Thursday. 
RHA President Kevin Leverence 
met with housing administrators 
Tuesday about The Collegiate 
Readership Program, which provides 
the Chicago Tribune, USA Today. and 
The Saint Louis Past-Dispatch for resi-
dence hall students. 
Weekend numbers for the Post-
Dispatch are lower than the other 
papers, Leverence said. The decision of 
whether or not to keep the Sunday 
edition has been left up to Leverence, 
but Leverence said he would to bring it 
to the RHA first. 
The Sunday edition of the Post-
Dispatch costs Eastern more than four 
times as a much as its weekly editions, 
said Mark Hudson, director of univer-
sity housing and dining. The Sunday 
edition of the Post-Dispatch costs 62.5 
cents per paper, while it only costs 15.5 
cents per edition during the week, 
Hudson said Wednesday. 
If the delivery of the Sunday edition 
is discontinued, student fees for the 
readership program should decrease, 
Hudson said. 
Two tabled constitutional amend-
ments will also be discussed, Leverence 
said. The frrst is a proposal to lower the 
number of meetings required to run for 
an executive board position. The cur-
rent requirement is to attend seven 
meetings as a voting member, and the 
proposal would lower it to four and 
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remove the voting requirement. 
The other is a proposal to change 
the nomination process to a bid 
process, Leverence said. 
Members were concerned about 
both proposals, which are related, 
Leverence said. They were concerned 
that lowering the number of meetings 
would bring in an unexperienced exec-
utive board, and that changing the 
nomination process would discourage 
potential executive board members. 
Both amendments would go into 
effect immediately if approved, 
Leverence said. 
Nominations will also take place 
this week for the executive board. 
More nominations will also be taken 
next week when elections are to take 
place. 
The RHA now has applications 
available for RHA endorsement of stu-
dents running for Student 
Government. 
Applications are available in the 
Student Activities Center in the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union and the Stevenson Hall front 
desk, Leverence said. 
Applications are due Friday and 
interviews will take place this weekend, 
Leverence said. Based on those inter-
views, members of the endorsement 
committee will decide who they think 
can benefit the on-campus students. 
The RHA will endorsed only one, 
or possibly no, candidates for each 
executive position, Leverence said, 
while the number of senate members 
has not yet been determined. 
The RHA meets at 5 p.m. 
Thursday at Greek Court. 
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Sarah Tojo, a frestvnan elementary education major, Margo VIJ"91er, a frestvnan ele-
mentary education major, and Daryl Jones, a senior speech commw.ications major 
attempt to get students to give blood Wednesday outside of Coleman Hall. 
Cold weather to stay temporarily 
By Brandi Volk 
ctyoov 
Despite the spring-like temperatures 
last weekend, the weather has turned cold-
er and will remain that way for awhile. 
Wednesday temperatures fell down to 
below freezing, said Dallas Price, local 
weather observer. Even though he said 
spring does not really begin until next 
week, the weather is not as it should be. 
"By Aplil16, we'll have our last killing 
froot, that shows theres hope," he said. "We'll 
have little cool spells, but no more snow." 
The record high for today was 86 
degrees in 1929, with the record lows 
reaching down to 22 degrees in 1975. Price 
said temperatures Thursday will reach into 
the mid-40s. 
This weekend the area could see some 
showers, with temperatures in the upper 
50s, he said. 
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By Melissa Nielsen 
Ganpusr~ 
The third annual conference on suicide and 
depression, "Ending the Silence," will be held Friday 
in the Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union. 
The convention focuses on preventing suitidal 
thoughts and intentions among high school students, 
effectively assessing and intervening with students 
struggling with suitidal thoughts and intentions and 
addressing the needs of students, teachers and staff 
following a suitide or an attempt, according to a press 
release. Each topic will be addressed to assist partic-
ipants in the development of a comprehensive school 
suicide program. 
Preregistration for the event was required by 
March 29 and registration will begin at 8 a.m. 
The keynote panel, which begins at 8:30 am., 
features four individuals who have lost a child to sui-
tide to discuss their experiences. 
At 9 a.m., Keith King, an assistant professor of 
H ealth Promotions and Education at the University 
of Cincinnati, will present "Prevention: Developing a 
Comprehensive School Suicide Prevention 
Program." The workshop will provide practical steps 
for incorporating the necessary primary, secondary 
and tertiary prevention components into a compre-
hensive school suitide program. 
]im Lund, a school psychologist at Downers 
Grove North High School, will discuss 
"Intervention: Suicide Intervention in the Schools," 
at 10:45 am. Lund, who was deemed one of the top 
five school psychologists in the nation by The 
National Association of School Psychologists, will 
broaden the skills of teachers, educators and coun-
selors about warning signs of depression, suitidal risk 
and strategies for intervention, a press release said. 
At 1 :30 p.m., Bill Kirk, an Eastern psychology 
professor and Director of the Clinical Psychology 
graduate program, will present "Postvention: So 
What Now?" The workshop will focus on personal 
and institutional post -suitide issues and strategies 
that have been found to be healing, therapeutic and 
helpful in inhibiting the occurrence of additional sui-
tide attempts or completions. 
The postvention workshop will be followed by a 
question and answer seminar at 3 p.m. before the 
convention ends at 3:30 p.m .. 
The convention will help high schools develop 
program to decrease suitide numbers. 
8 Classifiedadv~rJJ2iD.g __ Thurs-day.A-pril4.-2002 
Help wanted 
Help Wanted: Photographers 
Assistant , Photoshop experience 
helpful. Call Cobb's portraits at 
345-621 1. 
.,..,--...,.-.,.---,---=------,--,--4/5 
Models for Photography. Apply at 
Maw & Paws Photos. 345-8615 
after 5:00. 
,.---,-----,----,------,----,-419 
Daytime sitter needed for infant 
and 4 year old. Beginning July 
thru the school year. Must have 
local references. Early Childhood 
Major preferred. 345-6457 for 
details. 
..,...,..,:-:---,-----,--,-----4/29 
$250 a day potential bar tending. 
Training provided 1-800-293-3985 
ext. 539 
-::-::-.,--=-::-,---,::-=-=---:,..,.-,.c-==4/29 
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is 
now hiring Painters and Job Site 
Managers for the summer. NO 
experience necessary. EARN $8-
$10/HOUR. Call 1-888-277-9787 
www.collegepro.com 
.,-------,...,--------4/29 
Stop asking your parents for 
money! Get a job with WEST-
AFF in partnership with 
MCLEOD USA. Currently hiring 
team players and sales-oriented 
individuals. Must be available 5-
9pm Mon-Fri. $9/hr plus incen-
t ives. 
=----,--------~00 
Get a jump start on your sum-
mer job! Call WESTAFF In part-
nership with RUFFALO CODY. 
Currently hiri ng part t ime tele-
marketers. Work u p to 
4 0 hrs/wk over summer! 
Flexible scheduling between 4-
11pm Sun-Thu. 
----------~00 
For rent 
For Rent Girls only : 2 BR 
Apartments across from Buzzard 
Building. June Lease. Call 345-
2652. 
,..------,-,--,.....,..--,----,----,--4/4 
Best Value 2 bdrm fum house. 
Low utilities, pool table, water, 
garbage included. $270/ each for 
two. 348-0288 
4/4 
For rent 
4 bedroom house, furnished, close 
to campus, with washer/dryer. 
$200/month each person. 10 or 12 
month lease. No pets. 345-9670 
-,-,--=-=,..,.,.,..,..,.=-c-::-:::-::---,:...,--:-4/5 
OLDETOWNE APTS: 1 ,2&3 BR 
APTS. ALL APTS CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. PH. 345-6533(0LDE) 
.,-,:-=-,---,--..,....,---,--,-----4' 5 
3 BR duplex 2 b ks from campus. 
Very Nice, WID included. 2009 
11th st. $275/person. 348-1067. 
.,--.,---.,------------,4' 5 
2 bedroom apartment within 
house, $400/month, water/trash 
included, 1404 14th St. 348-7698. 
Leave message. 
=---,-,---------,---..,.-4/5 
Two Nice Homes .. 1 for 4, 1 for 5. 
$250 each person. 345-7530 
.,-,,..,---,-----,....,--=--~4/8 
2 BR Apt on 12th Street. $395. 
Quiet. A/C, Stove/Frig. Trash pd. 
Available 5/20. Call Angela or 
Matt at 348-8562. 
.,-----,---.,-------,--4/8 
2 bedroom, 1 bath, air condi-
tioned, furnished apt. Recently 
remodeled, parking, trash paid. 
No pets. 11 month lease, close to 
campus. $235/month. 348-8994. 
.,...,---,----,--,---,-...,---,----,-,--4/8 
6 bdrm, 2 bath, furnished house, 
recently remodeled. Parking, 
trash paid. No pets. 11 month 
lease, close to campus. 
$255/month. 348-8994. 
-,-----,--,---.,....,.---::-::-=-,----,-4/8 
Very Unique 1 ,2,3 BDRM Apts. 
Cathedral ceilings, loft bedrooms, 
private sun deck, A/C, off street park-
ing, trash and water induded. Must 
see. Cal 348~819, leave message. 
...,..,----,------------,4/8 
4 beaoom house near campus. WID 
induded. $250/month. 34~712. 
.,..-,..,...,-,-----,---...,.-.,.----,--4' 9 
3 BR House 11 month lease, WID, 
A/C, heat, close to EIU 1st time 
rental $360/month & utilities. Call 
Brian 345-1402 
=-----------.,.--,---,-,..--,--4/12 
On campus apts., 1812 9th, behind 
EIU police. 3 & 4 bdnn Extra nice 
and furnished, new washers & dry-
ers, parkng lot, trash paid. Available 
Aug. 2002. 12 mo. lease. Cal for 
appoint. Leave message. 348-0673. 
4/12 
Time's run1nlng out ... Find houslng now1 
Final Exams start April 29 
Rentals for 1-'5 persons - Call now: 345-4489 
J i m 
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Address: 
Phone: Student: o Yes o 
Under classification of: 
Expiration code (office use only): 
Person accepting ad: Compositor: __ 
No. words I days: __ Amount due: $ 
Payment: 
Dates to run: 
Ad to read: 
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word eaCh consecutive day 
thereaner. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid I D. and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day anerward. 15 word minimum. 
DEADL.IIE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY- NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered i tlelous or in bad taste. 
For rent 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts for Fa112002-
2003. Trash Furnished. No pets. 
345-4602. 
.,..--,,.------,.,-------,---,---4/12 
2 Bedroom House, 1613 11th st 
Available now or Fall, $420/month 
plus deposit. No pets. 345-4602. 
4/12 
.,...2/..,..3-:B-:E:-::D-=R-=o-=o-:-M.,.-A..,..P=-=T=-. ..,..M.,...u-=s=T SEE 
GOOD DEA L. 2/3 PERSONS 
$170/MONTH. 348-5032. 
4/12 
.,--N,EW,.,.,---1- B"'E=-=D=--A-=P,.,.A-=R-=T.,..,M-=E=NTS 1 
BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN 
ON 6TH STREET. Central heat 
and ale, laundry facility, includes 
trash service. Perfect for serious 
students or couples. Available 
August 1, 2002. Call 348-8249. 
.,----,,---,--,-----,-----,---,--4/12 
2 Bedroom Apt for 2-3 people. 
Includes heat, water, trash. 
$500/month. 897-6266. 
.,-,--,-----,------,---,--4/12 
2 Bedroom unit now available for 
Fall 2002. Good Location just 
North of Morton Park . 
$450/month; tenant pays all utili-
ties. 897-6266. 
.,----,,---,--,-------,-.,..,.4/12 
3 Bedroom house available for 
Fall 2002; tenants pay all utilities. 
811 11th street. 897-6266. 
---,-...,-------:---:,.---4/12 
4 Bedroom house for 3-4 people. 
Recently remodeled. Tenants pay 
all utilities. For Fall 2002. 954 4th 
street. 897-6266. 
-------,------::--:---4/12 
House for rent. 5-6 people. 1 
block from campus. 3 full baths. 3 
kitchens. "The Loft." Call 348-
6477. 
-::----::-----,----,-----,-,--4/12 
For Rent three Apts. Close to 
Campus Rent $265 to $325 For 
information call 345-2086. 
---:--:----=----:-:----4/15 
A Great Apt. Turn-of-Century church, 
Renovated to duplex in 1998. 4 BR 
in each. 16' ornate stamped til ceil-
ings n LR and BR, balcony, hard-
wood floors, new kitchen, bath AC, 
heat. Trash and water paid, $285 per 
room. 348-7702. 
.,--,-----,----,---,-.,..,-,:,.,--4/15 
3 bdrm house for 3 $250 each. 10 
month lease. Washer, dryer, and 
dishwasher. 549-7242. 
.,---,-------,--::---4/15 
2 bedroom home, 3.5 acres. 2 car 
garage, pond, creek, and fire pit. 8 
miles from EIU. Washer and dryer, 
central air, furnished. 2-4 renters 
at $650/month. call23~939. 
.,--:=--,---,-,-------:,.-::-,:,--_4/16 
2 Fall rentals homes 4/5 BR, 5 BR, 
with 2 baths. WID, AIC, trash paid. 
Within 2 blocks campus 345-3253 
------,---,-----,,..-..,..--,..,..,...,,--4/17 
House for 4 or 5 girls. W/D central 
A/C, 2 baths. Trash Paid. 
Furnished if requested. Close to 
campus 345-3253 
_________________ 4/17 
For rent 
Two students need two more to 
share nice house close to cam-
pus. $175/month and shared utili-
ties. 348-3968 
Efficiency Apartment Available 
Aug 15 $340/month includes all 
utilities. Close to campus, off 
street parking, carpeted, air condi-
tioned. 1 yr lease. No pets. No 
smoking. 345-3232, Days. 
4/26 
,....W.,..H.,.,A-::T-,A-=R-=E-:-Y.,-0,-U-,W..,..,..,-'A"'IT,..,l N-,G:-::FOR? 
2BR, 1/2 block to EIU, low util, 
cable paid, free parking, 
$230/person. 34 5-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
-=-=-----,-----,....----,-~-4/29 
1 BR apts for 1 from $250/month. 
Lists at 1512 A Street. 345-4489, 
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
---::-::-.,...------,::---.,--4/29 
4 BR house, near Buzzard. 1 1/2 
baths, A/C. $8n'12mos. 345-44889, 
WorxJ Rentals, Jim WorxJ, Realtor. 
-=-=------::-----,--.,...,-4/29 
2BR apts near Buzzard. $460/12 
months, water ro. LCM! utities, NC, 
con la!nty, ample parking. 345-4489, 
Wood Renals, Jm Wood, Reator. 
----,..--,-,-----,----4/29 
1 person looking for a roomy apt? 
Try this 2BR priced for one @ 
$350/mo. Cable TV and water 
incl. 345-4489, Wood Rentals, 
Jim Wood, Realtor. 
,...,.-=--::----:----:=---:---:---:4/29 
BARGAIN APTS. for 1, 2 or 3 res-
idents. Private bedrooms, starting 
at $133.34/person. Semester pay-
ment discounts. 345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
4/29 
"'BRm===-ANY---:--:Rl=-=DG::-::cE=-=TOV\IN.,.,..,-,..,...,.HOU.,.,...SES-
SOME NEW CARPET & VINYL Great 
!loa' plan, 3&4 BR, deck, central ale, 
WCI>heskiyer, dislmasher, 2 1/2 baths . 
From $188-$251/persoo. 345-4489, 
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realklr. 
4/29 
• ••••••••••••••• !. 
e: ~ ) 7 bedroom house • 
•: available near Rec :! 
.  .. 
•. Center includes: ~ :· .. 
.• 2 baths, • 
:• washer/dryer, ~ 
~ dishwasher, ~ 
;: air ~ 
.  ... 
:• trash and mowing also ( 
. . 
: mcluded. ( 
) $245 per person/mo. ~ 
) Interested? ~ 
~ Please Call: 345-6967 : 
.  .. 
• • ~.. ,,,,.,,, .. , ...~
For rent 
Faculty, staff, grad student. Apts 
for 1 person, close to EIU. 
Available starting May thru Aug. 
$325-350. 345-44 89, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
-=-=-------------=---=~4/29 
2BR money saver @ $190/per-
son. Cable & water incl. Don't 
miss it. 345-4489, Wood Rentals, 
Jim Wood, Realtor. 
-,----:----:::-----:-=-=--~---4/29 
Apt. for Rent 2 BR. CIA. 1 BLK 
from campus. Call 345-9636. 
-,----,-.,..,---.,---,-::-------~4/29 
Available for Fall, 4 bedroom. 
home, $700 a month, 348-8131 
Joe or Chris. 
4/29 
.,.D.,.,IS,..,C,..,O,...,U..,..N..,..T=-s=---:N-.,-O"'W-,-,---,-,-AVAI L-
ABLE!! 2 BR Furnished Apt. 
New floor coverings. 1409 1Oth 
34 5-504 8 
.,--,-----,----::---00 
Sleep in and walk to Buzzard from 
2020 1Oth st. Only 3 2BR Apts 
left. Lincoln wood Pinetree 
Apartments. 345545-6000. 
-,--,--.,....,---,-,----:--=-02 
Unfurnished house at 817 4th St. 
for 2-4 people. $275 per per-
son/month. No pets. Available 
August 2002. 345-3148 
-,--,--.,....,---,--.,,.,----00 
Unfurnished, 1 BR house at 1510 
1/2 2nd St. for 1 or 2 people. No 
pets. Available August 2002. 345-
3148 
For rent 
BACK ON THE MARKET, extra nice 6 
bedroom, 2 bath, house for gi1s. WID 
full, usable, basement, hardworxJ 
floors, newly rerncxleled. No pets. 
$275 each. 1528 1stSt 345-7286 
-----,-----,-,......,...,---oo 
Nice, newly remodeled 3 bedroom 
apartments. Rent as low as 
$250/person. Furnished. Super 
low utilities. 345-5022 
----,-------,,--,-----,-___,.-oo 
Upperclassmen/ Graduate Students. 
Single Efficiency Apartment. 
Available for 2002 School Year. Quiet 
neighbortlood. Close to campus. 
Furnished. Utilities included. 10-12 
month lease. $320. 345-7678. 
---=--=-=-=,----,---,-,..,..,.--oo 
A 3 BR Duplex Apt. WID, water 
and trash included. $225 each, 3 
people. Available June 1st. Not 
close to campus. 232~656. 
-------=-=-=--,--...,-.,.----,..,..oo 
Unique 2BR Apt 2 Blks from 
Campus. Stove/Frig. Fum. Trash 
Pd. $275 ea 345-5088 
---:---::--::--:--:-=----:--=---00 
Unique 1 BR Loft 2 Blks from Campus 
FI.JTlished. Lg. Kitchen. StoveJFrig. 
Skylight Trash Pd $400. 345-5088 
00 
.,.D.,.S-L ,.IN"'T:-::E"'R.,.,N"'ET=---=R=-=E=-=A-=D..,..Y,..,. B""RA,..,...,.ND 
NEW, LARGE 4 BEDROOM, 2 
BATHROOM APTS. ON EDGAR 
DR WASHER/DRYER INCLUD-
ED. AVAILABLE FOR FALL. 
$275/PERSON. 348-1067 
jjiji~~~~~~~o~o~~~~~~~iijij~iioo 
LI NCOL NW OOD PI NET REE APTS. 
TERRIFIC APARTMENTS 
345-6000 
2219 S . 9 th St. Apt. 17 & 2020 l Ot h St. 
Good sele ction of apartm e n ts still available! 
Campus Clips 
FREE STYLE CIRCLE. Meeting this evening at 7pm in the Casey room. Tim 
Edwards will talk about the pos~ion of VP of Financial Affairs! Vote April 16th. 
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION. Campus Perk is from Bpm-midnight in 
Thomas Hall basement. Fowl language will be performing tonight starting at 
9:30pm. Come and see the show and stay for Perk. The show and campus perk 
are FREE! 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP. Sunday morning worship at 10:30 in 
Buzzard Auditorium. 9:30- prayer, 10 donuts. 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP. Bunch for Lunch at the University Food 
Court from 11:30-1:00. We'd love to see you there! 
BREAST CANCER AWARENESS. Hosted by Alpha Phi Alpha. 414102 from 
11am to 2pm in Taylor Hall Lobby. A service project to enlighten women on the 
dangers of breast cancer. 
SKATING EVENT. Hosted by Alpha Phi Alpha. 412/02 from 8:45-11pm at the 
Mattoon Rink. If a ride is needed call the Alpha House @ 348-5383. Ask for Tony 
or Kyle. 
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 0221 
A CROSS 
1 Natl. Hot Dog 
Mo. 
4 House of 
Commons 
members: Abbr. 
7 Charged 
12 "Season of 
G lass" artist 
13 Where football's 
Pro Bowl is 
p layed 
15 California wine 
town 
16 Start of a quip 
by A lfred E. 
Neuman 
18 Clowns 
19 Quip , part 2 
21 "Tristram 
S handy" author 
22 Half of a 
half-and-half 
23 Poetic preposi-
t ion 
24 room 
25 Fruit in a mixed 
d rink 
27 Highlander 
28 Common p lace 
for a sprain 
31 Titanic 
33 Quip, part 3 
35 Railroad sup-
port 
37 Wrung out 
41 Rust sprinkled 
with white 
42 "Deutschland 
Alles" 
43 Greenwich 
Village sch. 
ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE 
44 Three months 
from 1-Across: 
Abbr. 
45 Mexico City 
O lympics prize 
46 Degraded 
49 Quip , part 4 
53 Star in Aquila 
54 End o f the quip 
56 O ld Spanish 
coins 
57 Statistics calcu-
lation 
58 Elton's john 
59 Eastwood's 
"Rawhide" role 
60 Human 
Genome Project 
topic h'll"+--1-
61 Laboriously 
make 
DOW N 
1 O ld Testament 
book 
2 L ke leftovers 
3 Decolletage 
4 Fool 
5 Dolley 
Madison's maid-
en name 
6 Pump, e .g . 
7 Roulette bet 
8 Not pro 
9 Beaujo la is _ 
10 Current units 
11 Fez attachment 
14 Cesar C havez's 
org. 
15 Hanks's "Bosom 
Buddies" co-star 
17 Historic Scottish 
county 
20 Queen Victoria's 
royal house 
21 Sp. woman's 
t itle 
25 Natura l fuel 
source 
26 Film not made 
by a Hollywood 
studio 
27 Attendee 
29 City on the 45 Tony's cousins 
Rhone 46 Dam that 
30 Daughter of formed Lake 
Hyperion Nasser 
32 Year that 47 Safari head 
Chaucer died 
34 Some sharks 48 Luxury car stan-
35 Part of the inner dard feature 
ear 50 Yam that is 
36 Knocking sound spun 
38 Trendy 51 Deep Blue 
39 Simple fastener maker 
40 Turkey 52 Poverty 
41 Traffic circle 55 Adversary 
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Lawsuit Allen of Urbana. 
from Page 1 
according to case law, a person 
can not receive such an award 
when suing a state agency, court 
documents said. 
BOT to not provide him with 
positive recommendations 
because of the discrimination 
complaints. 
"Everything is going really 
well," he said. "I'm enjoy my 
teaching, my students. I'm adjust-
ing to a new life for myself." 
He also said Abe be and Otto's law 
ftrm have "encouraged the univer-
sity to enter into settlement nego-
tiations." 
Barron said even though the 
discovery part of the trail is over, a 
settlement could be reached at 
any point. And if a settlement is 
reached or if Abebe wins the law-
suit, he said the state would pay 
the tab because Surles was "acting 
in the scope and capacity of her 
job." 
But Otto said Abebe can still 
receive punitive damages as well 
as compensatory damages for his 
other charges that are only against 
Surles. 
The court dropped the charge, 
saying Abebe did not provide 
enough factual information to 
back up the claim and both the 
president and BOT were acting in 
the capacity of their duty and 
therefore were part of the same 
entity. An entity can not conspire 
with itself, the court said. 
Abebe refused to comment on 
matters related to the case. 
Surles resigned in August after 
about two and half years as 
Eastern's eighth president. She 
was the only black women to hold 
the post. During her final year 
Surles had to undergo several 
breast cancer treatments after 
being diagnosed in the fall semes-
ter of 2000. 
"(Surles and the university) 
basically have declined," he said. 
Joseph Barron, university 
counsel, would not comment on 
whether or not the university and 
Surles have been contacted about 
negotiations. 
Punitive damages are meant to 
be in excess of compensatory 
damages as a form of punishment, 
whereas compensatory damages 
are geared to compensated for 
harm that was inflicted. 
"If you start talking about set-
tlements in public it puts people 
in an uncomfortable position on 
both sides," he said. 
Surles and the university are 
also being represented by the law 
ftrm H eyl, Royster, Voelker and 
H owever, just before the dis-
covery period ended in early 
April, the U.S. Central District 
Court of Illinois in Urbana struck 
Abebe's claim to punitive dam-
ages in his suit against Eastern. 
The court's decision means Abebe 
can now only receive compensato-
ry damages for his charges against 
the university. 
T he court also removed an 
allegation from Abebe's suit that 
said Eastern's Board of Trustees 
conspired with Surles to remove 
him from his position. 
A trail date has been set for 
Dec. 2 and on that date jury selec-
tion will begin. 
Otto, who is with the law ftrm 
Zimmerly, Gadau, Selin and Otto 
in Champaign, said the trial is 
scheduled to last about 10 days, 
and Abebe said he is "looking for-
ward to trying the case in court." 
Barron said if Surles' health 
prevented her from attending the 
trial, it would likely be postponed 
or the court might issue a waiver 
of her presence. 
For rent 
Leasing for Fall 2002. Several 1 
bedroom apts, efficiency apts and a 
3 bedroom house all within waking 
distance to Eastern. Call 348-0006 
~=---~~~~~~~00 
1 BR apt furnished/unfurnished. 4 
location. 1041 7th St., 9361 4th St., 
4061/2 6th St., 1542 4th Street 
$350-$500/mo. No pets 345-7286 
~--~--------~~~00 
Away from campus, 2 BR fur-
nished/unfurnished. Very nice, 
spacious, 106 W Jackson, 124 
5th, 210 6th, no pets, 345-7286. 
~~~~~--~~~~00 
2 BR furnished/unfurnished apt. 
Great location, laundry, all elec-
tric, ale, off street parking. 1041 
7th St., no pets, 345-7286. 
~~~--~~------~00 
2 BR unfurnished apt, very nice, 
all electric, ale, off street parking, 
1530 1st. No pets 345-7286. 
~~~------------~00 
3 BR furnished apts, ale, very 
nice, 1051 7th St & 4061/2 6th St. 
Parking, no pets, 345-7286. 
00 
.,.S.,...U.,...M.,..M"'E"'R- &.,...,F,.,.A.,...LL-=R=E.,...N1=-A.,...L-=s-:· 2 
BR townhouse apartment. 
Furnished. Trash pick-up includ-
ed. 2 blocks from campus. Call 
348-0350 
00 -=-s"'E"'IT~S.,..IN-G~E~R~~A=PA.,..R=-T~M.,...E=-N~TS 
1611 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF 
OLD MAIN. NOW LEASING 
SUMMER 2002 and FALL 2002-
2003. APARTMENTS COM-
PLETELY FURNISHED-HEAT 
AND GARBAGE ALSO FUR-
NISHED. 3 MONTHS AND 9 
MONTHS. CALL 345-7136. 
~-----,..,.----------~00 
Large 3 Bedroom house near 
Morton Park. Screened Front 
Porch . Private Backyard. 
Available May 15 No Pets. 345-
6370. Leave Message. 
00 ..,.AV,_,A.,._,I.,..LA.,..B=-L-=E~...,.JA.,...N"""U-A.,...R""'Y..,.-.,.20~0· 2: 
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS LOCATED NEXT 
TO THE BUZZARD BUILDING. 
RECENTLY RECARPETED. FOR 
LEASING INFORMATION CALL 
348-0157 OR 581-3681 or 
www.lanmanproperties.com. 
~--~------------~00 Lease NOW to July - AVAILABLE 
FALL 2 Bedroom Unfurnished 
Apartment. Stove, Refrig, A/C. 
Trash paid. Two Adults $230 
each per month. 1305 18th 
Street. Call 348-7746. 
..,..,....,....,....,...,..,....,.,.~--~-=~~00 
AVAILABLE FALL - 2 Bedroom 
Furnished & Unfurnished Apts. 
Stove, Refrig, A/C, Trash paid. 
Two Adults $230 each 
Unfurnished/ $250 each 
Furnished. 2002 S 12th Street. 
Call 348-7746 
=--==---------------~00 
For Rent 1 ,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus. 
Signing incentives. Call348-1479 
------------------~00 
The court denied the claim to Abebe's suit says Surles "pre-
vailed upon" members of the 
"As far as I know, she is doing 
fine ," Barron said. punitive damages because, 
Classifiedadv~r!i2iD.g ___ _ 
For rent 
BELL RED DOORAPTS. 1,2, & 3 
BEDROOM, OFF STREET 
PARKING. NUMBER OF STU-
DENTS NEGOTIABLE, CITY 
INSPECTED AND APPROVED. 
OFFICE 345-1266 OR 346-3161 . 
..,.-..,.-.,-..,.~----.,.,.-,--.,.--,--00 
Avail 11/01- June 02: • Newly 
remolded, 4 Bedroom house, 
Central Air, Off-street parking. 
Waking distance to EIU. 276-
5537 
..,.--.,...----------~---00 
1 bedroom apt, 1 or 2 persons, 
1542 4th st. excellent condition, 
all eledricity, da quiet, reserve 
parking. No pets 345-7286 
.,.--...,.----------...,.,....--=00 
2 bedroom apt, across from Rec 
center excellent condition. all 
electricity, da, parking. No pets 
345-7286. 
~~~=---=~----~-...,..~00 
APARTMENTS- 1 ,2,3 bdrm 
excellent location, excellent con-
dition. furnished & unfurnished. 
No pets. 345-7286 
...,.,--.,....,..,...,--------,----~oo 
ALL GALS very clean 2 bdnn fur-
nished apt water, trash, laundry 
room all included for $260/each 
on the comer 1111 2nd St right to 
park . Daytime 235-3373 Evening 
348-5427. 
.,.-.,-----,.,.~..,.---~--~00 
2- Large 2 Bedroom Apts, fur-
nished or unfurnished 904 7th St. 
No pets. Call 345-7286. 
,-----,--------,.-----00 
Four students needed to lease 
large townhouse for Fall 2002. 
Central air, dishwasher, disposal, 
washer & dryer. Trash paid . 
Available August 15th. No pets. 
345-6370. No Pets. 
.,....,..,......,.,-...,---,---~-------00 
1,2,3&4 Bedroom Apts. Available 
2002-2003 fall -Spring school 
year. Leases begin Aug 15, 2002. 
10 &11 month leases available. 
Security deposit required. No pets 
3&4 Bedroom units. Choice loca-
tion, close to campus. 348-8305 
,.-,..,::-,.-:::-:---=-=-~----~~00 
LOCAllON, LOCAllON, LOCAllON! 
House for 4. Avaiable Fall 2002. 
Across from Old Main. 348-8406. 
------------------...,.00 
Nice 1 Bedroom apartment close 
to campus. $350 per month. Call 
345-0652, leave a message. 
--~---------,--,-...,...,...,....,.oo 
4 BR house at 1218 Division, 
across the street from Morton 
Park. $220 each. Day: 235-3373. 
Evening: 348-5427 . 
------~~---------00 2 bdnn furnished apt on the square 
avail Aug 1st carpeted, central air, 
dishwasher security deposit 
$450/per month. 345-4010. 
.,.---------------~~00 
Summer and next year, 1&2 BR 
apartments. Furnished, very large. 
Ideal for couples. $350-450 per 
apartment 743 6th st Call 581-
7729(days) or 345-6127(evenings) 
___________________ 00 
For rent 
2 BR House available August. 
Carport, WID hook-up. No pets. 
$500 per month. 345-7286. 
00 
-4 _bedi __ OO __ II house----nea--E=-I.,...U.,-2 ,.-baths---W/0 
Big Rooms $250 each. Cal345-5088 
-=-=-=--=---------------=00 5 BR Fum Apt by Stix Very Nice! Big, 
Open Living Room & Kitchen WID, 
CIA Bathroom w/2 srowers 2 stools 2 
sinks. $250 each. Call345-5088. 
-==--------==--=----.,...00 4 BR House Near EIU Dishwasher, 
WID, CIA Trash lnd $275 each. 
Call Poteete 345-5088 
-==-----=---:-:----::-.,...00 
4 BRAJX Near EIU. Off-Street Parkilg, 
Nearby Latroy,A/C, Trash Ind. $250 
each. Cal Poteete 345-5088 
-:::-::--,.,-:----..,...,-:-::-.,.......,--,.,.,.-::--00 
4BR House 1020 7th 2 Full Baths 
Stove/Frig. Washer/Dryer. 4 peo-
ple - $2550 each 345-5088 
~=-==.,......,------=----,.--00 
5 BR APT 1 BLK from Stix - 3 from 
EIU Stove/Frig. Wash/Dry. Ptly 
Fum. Trash Pd. NICE 345-5088 
--~------~------...,..00 4 BR House 1520 1Oth Very 
NICE. Stove/ Frig . Wash/Dry. 
Dishwasher. CIA. 4 people - $250 
each 345-5088. 
----------~------=--_00 
Lincoln wood Pinetree 
Apartments has 2 and 3 BR to fit 
your budget. 2 BR are $250-285. 
3 BR are $220-235. Individual 11 
month lease. 345-6000. 
___________________ 00 
ooor£SBURY 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
For rent 
ROOMS FOR MEN IN MY 
HOUSE. $145/mo. summer; 
$195/mo. fall/sprinng. Most util. 
incl. Kitchen privileges. 1403 7tth. 
Diane, 345-7266 
------------------~00 
For sale 
Loft for sale. Great condition. 
$100 (or best offer). Call 348-
0299 
..,..,....,..,...---,-,....,...,.~~-----4/5 
AVON ANYONE? Want cutting 
edge make-up that won't cut your 
wallet? Call Karen B. for a catalog 
today! Avon Ind. Sis. Rep. 581-
2337 
-,-,-------...,---...,.,....,---415 
Giant and Haro Bikes, Kiwi 
Kayaks and Acces. at "OAK-
LEY'S" in Mattoon. 234-7637 
open Tues.-Sat. 
_________________ 4/30 
Roomates 
3 guys at 4BR house on 1919 
9th st need 1 roommate for Fall . 
$220/mo-1 0 month lease. Almost 
on campus! 348-3364 or 258-
0661 
_________________ 4/8 
Sublessors 
One person needed to share 3 
bedroom apartment for 2002-
2003 school year. One person 
needed to share 3 bedroom 
house for 2002-2003 school year. 
Both close to campus, furnished 
10 1/2 month lease. Call 345-
2516 
-=-~--------,------...,....-4/5 
Sublesssors needed spacious 2 
br on 7th June-Mid August 345-
0865. 
~----------...,......-----=-4/5 
Sublessors needed for Spring 
2003 for 2 bedroom house/apt 
Call AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 
348-3340. 
~--,-.,..---,---.,...,------4/1 0 
Large 1 bed apt. for summer. Fully 
furnished and great location. Rent 
negotiable call 345-0799. 
4/18 
.,...N~E=E~D=E~D-: ~S~U=B-LE=-S~S~O~R~S~FOR 
SPRING 2002(2 LARGE 2 BED-
ROOM APTS) LOCATED ON 
9TH ST MID-CAMPUS. FULLY 
FURNISHED, INDIRECT WALL 
LIGHTING, CERAMIC T ILED 
LIVING ROOMS AND 
KITCHENS AND SKY LIGHTS. 
FOR ADDITIONAL LEASING 
INFORMATION, CALL 348-0157 
OR 581-3681 or www. lanman-
properties.com. 
___________________ 02 
Personals 
A Baby to Cherish: Adoption. 
Loving couple dreaming of a child 
to complete our family. We pledge 
a wonderful home filled with 
respect, fun, stability and endless 
love. Andi & Gordy (At Home) 
800-425-4138 We'll help you any 
way we can. 
.,-----,---,------=---,---,--...,..4/5 
Brandy Meyer - Thanks for all the 
great times. ONLY 10 more days 
till the BIG 21!!! Kay Dee Love, 
VaiJany 
___________________ 4/4 
Announcements 
FRATERNITIES * SORORITIES 
CLUBS STUDENT 
GROUPS. Earn $1 ,000-$2,000 
with the easy 
Campusfundraiser.com three 
hour fundraising event. Does 
not involve credit card applica-
tions. Fundraising dates are fi ll-
ing quickly, so call today! 
Contact Campusfundraiser.com 
at (888) 923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com 
~::-:----,.,...,------...,.-~---4/4 
$250 a night potential bartending. 
Training provided. 1-800-293-
3985 ext. 627 
_________________ 4/29 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
BY MIKE PETERS 
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Counting the days until2002 NFL season 
I know the NFL season is months away, but I got a little excited when the sched-ules for next season came out last week. 
I just can't wait to spend my Sundays on the 
couch watching non-stop football action 
with a bag of pretzels and a cold beverage. 
Here is a little preview of what's to come. 
them were in the playoffs last 
season. 
The Bears earned the right 
to play three Monday night 
games and a Sunday night 
game against their old 
Central D ivision rival Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers. There are 
three games on the Bears 
schedule that really interest 
would be a whole Jot better if 
the Bears weren't playing all of 
their home games in 
Champaign. 
defeat by the Patriots in Super Bowl 
XXXVI, look to have a little easier schedule 
than the Bears do. They are scheduled to 
play six games against playoff teams from last 
season. They were also given three Monday 
night games and a Sunday night game. 
The Bears will be looking to show people 
that last season was no fluke while the Rams 
will be going for another Super Bowl 
appearance. me. Matt Williams 
The next is a battle against 
the Super Bowl champion 
Patriots on Nov. 10. Last but 
not least comes the game for 
bragging rights in Charleston; 
a Monday night battle against 
St. Louis on Nov. 18. I'm 
A new conference rivalry will start on 
O ct. 20 when they face Seattle for the flrst 
time since the Seahawks joined the NFC. I 
also expect to see two close games against 
San Francisco and another tough one 
against Oakland in week six. Chicago fans just might be yelling at the 
TV a little more than they did when the 
Bears flnished at the top of the central divi-
sion with a 13-3 record. O ut of the 16 teams 
the Bears have on their schedule, eight of 
The flrst one is a Monday Staff writer interested to see how the Bears 
night matchup against Green e-mail: cummw11 @pen.eiu.edu defense will handle "The 
Bay on O ct. 7. Every Bears 
fan dreams of getting a chance to play the 
Packers on Monday Night Football. It 
Greatest Show on Earth" on 
the Rams home turf. 
The Bears and Rams will not take the 
fleld until September so I will have to wait a 
while to see Urlacher and Warner every 
Sunday. Until then I will have to keep my The Rams, coming off of a shocking 
Student 
from Page 12 
H e had to gain a Jot of pitching 
knowledge in a hurry. Four years ago, 
Schmitz penciled him in as the back-
up for the team's everyday shortstop. 
Metz was struggling at the plate and 
looked for a change to get more play-
ing time. H e had some experience at 
pitching from throwing at 
Chatham-Glenwood High School 
in Springfleld. Schmitz tutored him 
on the mound and taught him that a 
pitcher doesn't have to be overpower-
ing to be successful. 
"The competition is what I like 
best about playing baseball," Metz 
said. "I like getting on the mound 
and getting into the batters eyes and 
flguring out what he can't hit. Being 
a hitter, I knew I couldn't hit the 
inside pitch. I think basebaJI is 90 
percent mental." 
Metz wasn't heavily recruited in 
high school and doesn't expect to 
attract interest of major league scouts 
after this season. Instead, he's looking 
for a career in computers, possibly as 
a computer software designer. 
But right now, Metz and the rest 
of his teammates are focused on a 
return trip to the NCAA Regional 
via an OVC Tournament title. 
"Coming into this year after 
going 19-1 (in the OVC) last year, 
we were all thinking. we should do 
that again," Metz said. "I don't know 
if anyone realizes how many balls 
went through peoples' legs that won 
us some of those games. After we get 
that out of our mind and decide that 
this is our team and not last year's 
team, we'll be all right. We just need 
to stick it out and we'll be fme. " 
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Braviere 
from Page 12 
That brings us to the lovable 
Cubbies. Whether you Jove 'em or 
hate 'em, you have to appreciate 
what they have done to get them-
selves into contention for the N .L. 
Central pennant. Acquiring 
Moises Alou, (if he ever plays) 
Alex Gonzalez, Antonio Alfonseca 
and Matt Clement in the offsea-
son were all good moves. And Jets 
not forget about the youth in Iowa 
that could help the Cubs make the 
? 
I 
Wild Card push in Bobby Hill 
and Mark Prior. 
To put it plainly, there is no 
point being one of those fans that 
says, "The Cardinals are terrible," 
when they're in flrst place. I'm not 
saying to root for them , but at least 
admit they have a good squad. 
Same goes for the White Sox. 
Why? Because if they win, it does-
n't affect either National League 
team and vice versa. 
So sit back, relax and enjoy 
what should be another glorious 
summer for the cities along 1-70. 
"How will you handle 
discipline in the classroom?" 
Le,arn to answer this 
question and more 
TONIGHT! 
Interview Tips for Educators 
Thursday, 4/4/02 
6:00 pm Greenup Room 
University Union 
Career Services, Rm 3040 SSB, 58,1-241 2 
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu 
FREE 6'' SUB 
when you purchase another 6" sub of equal or greater 
value, chips and a 32-oz. fmmtain drink. 
Please present this coupon before ordering. Not valid if altered or 
duplicated. Not valid on delivery. One order per coupon. One coupon per customer per visit 
Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in combination with any other offer. 
Cam value 1/100 of!¢. Offer expires 4 /4 /02 
Offer good at the following location: 
430 W. Lincoln • Charleston, IL • 345-7827 
Simply For A Good Honest Sandwich. 
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Eastern track teams host Big Blue Classic 
Men's track 
glad to be 
back home 
By David Carter 
Staff v.riter 
For the last few weeks, the 
Eastern men's track team has mostly 
been spent In plenty of time In prac-
tices and many hours on buses going 
to and from weekend meets and 
Invites. 
This week, the team still has 
those practices, but wJII only have to 
travel a little bit. Eleven other teams 
will make the trek to compete 
against the Panthers In the Big Blue 
Classic at O'Brien Stadium. 
After placing first this past week-
end In the University of Missouri-
Kansas City Quadrangular meet, 
the team has used that momentum 
to fuel its practices and prepare. 
H ead coach Tom Akers said he 
was pleased with his team's training 
and performances last weekend but 
hopes that team scoring will 
improve. 
Akers said weather has hindered 
the team's ability to improve In prac-
tice. He said practices In the field-
bouse can only prepare the team to 
an extent after the Indoor season. 
"Hopefully the weather will 
cooperate this weekend," Akers 
said. 
Hopefully after the weather warms 
up this weekend, the team's 
momentum will grow more with 
the temperature. 
The team was hoping to have 
the whole meet at Eastern, but the 
track isn't completely painted yet, so 
the first part of the meet will take 
place at Indiana State. 
"We're getting reaJJy anxious to get 
out on the new track," Akers said. 
Decathlon events will take 
place Friday Into Friday morning 
and the rest of the field and run-
ning events will start here Friday 
afternoon into Saturday. 
Akers said it can be hard for a 
track team to start off the outdoor 
season on a good note. 
He said the pressure was even 
bigger for Eastern's men's team 
because of the Panthers' first place 
finish during the Indoor season. 
The team is anticipating the 
Invite to be the first of the only two 
home meets this season. 
Akers said the team feels most 
comfortable running and perform-
Ing In its field events. 
"We know the areas of our 
strength and use that In our meets." 
Akers said plenty of the runners 
are driven to improve from one 
week to the next. 
Dine- in • Carry Out • Del ivery 
345- BOXA 
Women's track 
team hampered 
by poor weath-
. . . 
er, InJuries 
By David Carter 
Staff writer 
Panther women's track coach 
john Craft said he sees the great 
athletes that he coaches now and 
wants them to achieve there best 
until the end of the season has 
arrived. 
"I'm just taking it one day at a 
time and want to have fun until 
it's over," Craft said. 
The women's team ended its 
indoor season in second place and 
have kept the momentum moving 
into the outdoor season. 
As with any start to most out-
door seasons, the weather hasn't 
treated the team kindly. 
The team hasn't been able to 
get out and run on the new track, 
but the cold rain and snow these 
past few weeks have not allowed 
that to happen. 
They have managed to not Jet 
that affect their abilities too much 
so far this season. 
"We're always ready to com-
pete no matter what," Craft said. 
A •vertise 
IT REALLY Will PIIY Off GM IT A 1RY 
"We're starting to come back 
to our strength," Craft said refer-
ring to the injuries that have taken 
a toll on the team this season. 
Sophomore runner Katie 
Springer might be returning from 
injury, but Craft wasn't certain yet 
if she would make her return this 
weekend. 
H e said he is not going to Jet 
his athletes compete unless they 
can perform to their fullest and 
will not take a risk if the injury 
could become worse. 
H e said the team is looking 
forward to hosting its first home 
meet of the season, but will only 
spend half at home this week-
end. The track still needs to 
be painted, the first part of the 
meet will take place at Indiana 
State. 
H eptathlon events will start 
Friday and fmish Saturday morn-
ing. 
The rest of the rurming and 
field events will start 3 p.m. 
Friday and fmish on Saturday at 
O'Brien Stadium. 
"This is the big meet for us 
besides the championship at the 
end of the year," Craft said. "It 
will feel great to be rurming on 
our turf this time." 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Men, women's trak host Big Blue Classic. Page 11 
Going the Distance. Page 10 
Thursday: Men, women's track 
at Terre H aute 
Friday: Men, women's tennis at Eastern Kentucky 
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The Shooter 
Cubbies, 
Redbirds, 
Pale Hoses, 
Ohmy! 
Good moming, spmt s fans. Even though you may be a fan of just one, it's time to admit 
that the other tv.ro are just as good 
if not better. 
The three I am talking about 
are the Cardinals, Cubs and 
White Sox, which are the three 
Major League Baseball teams that 
this campus cares about the most. 
But the problem is that these 
team's fans have a very tough time 
admitting that the other two 
teams will contend. 
This could be a very fun sum-
mer for all of Eastern's three 
favorite teams, not only because 
one of three teams should make 
the playoffs, if not all three. With 
all three teams contending it 
should toss some fuel on the fire 
that has become the debate over 
the baseball teams that many of us 
cheer for. 
just look at all three teams 
without those Cubs, Cardinals or 
White Sox glasses that all of us 
have on. 
The Redbirds not winning the 
National L eague Central will be 
one of the biggest collapses in 
recent years. They fmally got rid of 
Mark McGwire, who in the last 
couple of years has been their 
weakest link, not too mention they 
vastly improved the position with 
Tino Martinez. 
The Cards also have one of the 
strongest pitching staffs in the 
league, from the starters through 
the closer. They might be better 
off trading Rick Ankiel for one 
more bat. Let's be honest, that guy 
is one backstop short of freaking 
out again. 
The Southsiders will also have 
reason to cheer this summer as 
well. As long as they get someone 
who can get people out. Their 
bullpen is shaky at best, but they 
have one or two starters, who may 
be able to get 18-20 wins, 
To tell the truth it doesn't mat-
ter because this lineup should be 
the best that Chicago has ever 
seen. The Pale H oses pitching 
staff will be able to give up eight a 
game, because they have the abili-
ty to put up nine runs a game with 
their offense. 
See BRAVIERE Page 10 
Panthers fall at Saint Louis 
By Nate Bloomquist 
Associate sports editor 
A five-run second inning 
doomed the Eastern baseball team 
Wednesday in an 11-7 loss to Saint 
Louis University. 
The Billikens started the fateful 
inning with a leadoff double. Three 
singles, a wild pitch and two walks 
later, Saint Louis was able to take a 
5-0 lead. 
junior Micah Gray (0-3) took 
the loss in two innings of work. H e 
gave up four hits and six runs, five 
of which were earned. H e issued 
five walks. 
The Billikens (11-14) got plen-
ty of punch from the top of the 
order. Saint Louis' second through 
fourth batters hit a combined 7-
for- 12. 
Ryan Murphy and )im 
Bredenkoetter each had three hits. 
Bredenkoetter was a Panther killer 
with six RBI and was a triple away 
from hitting for the cycle. 
Brad Wehrfritz (2-2) picked up 
the win for Saint Louis. 
The Panthers struggled to put 
together a rally after the Billikens 
took a 6-0 lead after three innings. 
Eastern (6- 14) scored two runs 
in the third and sixth innings and 
mounted a three-run, ninth-inning 
rally, but it wasn't enough. 
Senior right fielder Pete Pirman 
led the team offensively with a 2-
for-5 performance at the plate with 
a double. Ben Duke had a two-run 
home run in the sixth inning. 
Freshman Ryan Kohl went 1-
for-5 but had drove in three runs. 
The Panthers had only eight 
hits in the game and had two 
errors. 
Eastern was able to cash in most 
of its baserunners, with only five 
men left on base while stranding 
eight Billikens on the base paths. 
Colin McAuliffe/ Associate photo editor 
Junior infielder Aaron Shelbourne chases after a fly ball as center fielder 
Kirk Walters dives for it during Tuesday's game at Coaches' Stadium. 
Eas tern dropped its game to Saint Louis Univers ity 11-7 Wednesday. 
.----------------Top Cat •» -----------------. 
'1like getting on d1e mound and getting into d1e batter's eyes- and figuring out what he can't flit." 
A true student of the game 
Senior pitcher Scott Metz continues to learn ways to beat his opponents 
Editor 's note: Top Cat is a week-
ly se1,ies taking an in-dep th look 
at Eastern s top athlete from the 
previous week. Winners are 
selected just once. Selection is 
made by The Daily Eastern 
News sports staff. 
By Nate Bloomquist 
Associate sports editor 
Eastern senior Scott Metz 
doesn't wear wire-rimmed glasses 
and a pocket protector when he 
goes to work. 
But short of those two things, 
there isn't much separating him 
from being a baseball professor. 
Instead, Metz wears pinstripes 
and cleats to the office - the pitch-
ers' mound. While there, he is the 
type of player that coaches often 
call a "student of the game." 
Meaning he is savvy in knowing 
baseball's many nuances. H is 
coaches have recognized him as 
having this ability and the Ohio 
Valley Conference has also taken 
notice. 
H e is this week's "OVC co-
P itcher of the week" and is this 
week's Top Cat. 
"He's such a good athlete," 
Schmitz said. "Some pitchers 
aren't good athletes, but he is and 
that balance is important in a 
pitcher." 
Metz is currently 1-2 and has a 
4.58 ERA. H e struggled earlier 
this season, but showed that his 
struggles are over in his outing last 
weekend against Tennessee-
Martin. 
H e went the distance for the 
Panthers in the first game of their 
Saturday doubleheader with the 
Skyhawks. H e threw seven 
innings allowing only four hits and 
one run, which was unearned. 
Eastern prevailed in the contest 
10-1. 
Metz doesn't overpower any 
batters. His fastball isn't in the 90 
mph-range - instead he relies on 
his curve ball. 
"H e's got more movement on 
his fastball," Schmitz said. "He's 
gotten people into jams, and this 
weekend he threw the ball with 
some pop. Sometimes you say a 
guy is a crafty pitcher or he can 
locate, Metz has got some nasty 
sinking balls - he's a crafty guy." 
He leads the team in strikeouts 
with 20 in 37.1 innings of work, 
but is 12 away from being in the 
top 10 in that category in the con-
ference. 
Instead of overpowering, Metz 
tries to "out-think" the batters, 
forcing them to ground out or pop 
up pitches. 
"I look up to (Atlanta Braves 
ace pitcher) Greg Maddux," Metz 
said. "H e's a smaller guy, and he's 
about the movement on the fast-
ball, if I know I'm going to have an 
all right game I can locate my fast-
ball inside out. I like messing with 
my fastball, and sometimes there's 
too much movement. He definite-
ly has the mental side, he envisions 
the game before he ever throws a 
pitch." 
Earlier this season, Metz put 
too much movement on his pitch-
es and it backfired as he started out 
the season 0-2, giving up 19 
earned runs in his ftrst six starts. 
He believes he's turned that 
around now. 
Metz's entire career at Eastern 
has been a turnaround. 
See STUDENT Page 10 
Colin McAuliffe/ Associate photo editor 
Senior pitcher Scott Metz came to Eas tern as a s horts top, but has 
switched positions and was named OVC co-Pitcher of the Week last 
week. Metz currently has an ERA of 4.58. 
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ALT Greek Week 
Fraternities and 
sororities getting 
ready for a week of 
competition 
By Jennifer Rigg 
Staff writer 
Each year the Greek Week 
Committee gets together to 
choose a phrase that will repre-
sent the unity of the Greek com-
munity. This year the committee 
chose to let the theme represent 
not only unity, but to also pay 
tribute to those involved in the 
Sept. 11 attacks by letting the 
theme reflect the Greek commu-
nity's patriotism. 
After much thought and delib-
eration they decided to "Let the 
games begin! " 
"We thought the theme encom-
passed a lot of personal things 
going on in our lives as well as in 
the country," said senior Ingrid 
Kays, Greek Week Overall 
Committee co-chair. "As well as 
being an Olympic year, we 
thought the theme would fit. " 
Greek Week themes of the past 
2002 
tend to represent one central idea 
- unity. Last year's theme, 
"Greekstock," stood to symbolize 
the unity held at Woodstock dur-
ing the late 60s. Like this one, 
each Greek Week theme repre-
sents this type of unity within 
Eastern's Greek community. 
"('Let the games begin) shows 
the commitment Greeks have to 
providing for their communities, 
local and global, through good cit-
izenship." Bob D udolski, Director 
of Greek Life, said. 
jason Skorup, Greek Week 
Overall Committee co-chair said 
this year's theme is representative 
of the competition that goes on 
during Greek Week and the way 
that it brings the entire Greek 
community together. 
"Greek Week is a time of year 
where the whole Greek communi-
ty can show off their ideals and 
their pride." Skorup said. "At the 
same time, Greek Week takes 
April4, 2002 
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place in a positive atmosphere so 
(participants) can share the expe-
riences as a community." 
Skorup and Kays both said this 
year's theme, and Greek Week 
itself, is representative of every-
thing Greek communities and 
organizations do year round. 
Greek Week gives the chapters 
a chance to stand up and receive 
recognition for activities such as 
See GREEK WEEK Page 7 
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Groups to showcase 
weeks of practice 
at annual Air band 
By Mary Carnevale 
Staff writer 
"Survivors", "dancers" and entertainers from the "Moulin 
Rouge" are all expected to perform at 7 p.m. Saturday during 
this year's Airband competition. The performance, part of 
this year's Greekweek activities will take place in Lantz 
Arena. 
Airband is something that everyone looks forward to every 
year, said Katie Kresl, a senior sociology major and Airband 
co-chair. Students, family, friends , and anyone else who wants 
to see the 15 different sororities and fraternities show off their 
dance moves in competition is welcome. They always expect a 
large crowd and Brian Jesse, the other airband co-chair, said 
Lantz Arena is "real full" on the night of Airband. 
Jesse, a junior hospitality management major, said that some 
of the performances that can be expected this year are dance, 
Moulin Rouge, sports and survivors. 
The themes of each fraternity's and sorority's performances 
is an important factor in the Airband tradition. They are usu-
ally kept a secret before people draw songs, Jesse said, because 
different houses don't want the other houses to get their 
theme. Themes of the past include money, Michael Jackson 
and disco themes. 
Jesse said that sororities competing in Airband usually prac-
tice for around eight hours a week for about eight weeks. 
Fraternities spend around eight hours a week for three to four 
weeks practicing. 
Tickets are sold in advance for those in fraternities and 
sororities. Anyone can purchase a ticket at the door for $7. 
T hey sell as many tickets for the capacity of the arena. 
"I think it's going to go over very well," Kresl said. "It does 
every year." 
A. .. A·L -P ....... A·L -P-H-A 
.... ALPHA PHI 
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Greek Week Guide 
File Photo 
Delta Zeta sorority members clad in tie-dyed apparel sing out during last 
year's Greek Sing competition. 
Greeks to fill Lantz with song 
By Lindsey Recupito 
Staff writer 
The 51st annual Greek Sing will 
entertain Greek Week participants 
on Sunday in the Lantz Arena at 1 
p.m. 
The 12 chapters in the formal 
division are Alpha Sigma Tau, Alpha 
Phi, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Delta 
Sigma Phi, Alpha Sigma Alpha, 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, Sigma Kappa, 
Alpha Gamma Delta, Lambda Chi 
Alpha, Delta Chi, Kappa Delta and 
Delta Zeta. 
Being part of the formal divisions 
mean dressing up nicely and not 
being able to move around while 
singing. 
Included in the informal division 
are Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Pi, Delta 
Tau Delta and Sigma Nu. 
Chapters in this division are very 
casual and can dance. 
Most people began practicing 
after spring break, but they could 
have stated as early as Feb. 3. 
Some of the themes this year 
range from dancing, love and time, 
Rachel Ninness, an Alpa Phi ele-
mentary education major, said. There 
will also be some American themes. 
"Everyone chooses a theme, but it 
doesn't have to correlate with the 
Greek Week theme," Ninness said. 
This year's theme for Greek 
Week is "Let the Games Begin." 
Five people from the surrounding 
area with musical backgrounds will 
be judging Greek Sing. 
"There is usually a good turnout," 
Ninness commented. 
The men of 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
would like to wish 
everyone 
Good Luck 
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Mother's 
welcoming 
alumni back 
By Allegra Hoopingarner 
Staff v.riter 
Eastern Alumni will have a 
chance to catch up with one anoth-
er at an alumni reception on April 
13 after the Greek Week tugs final. 
Separate invitations have been 
sent to each graduate, inviting him 
or her to the reception at Mother's, 
located on the Square. ,, _____ _ 
This is just a chance for 
alumni to catch up with one 
another. 
Robert Dudolski, 
director, Greek Life 
_____ ,, 
"This is just a chance for alum-
ni to catch up with one another," 
Director of Greek Life Robert 
Dudolski said. 
The reception is sponsored by 
the EIU Alumni Association and 
provides a good opportunity for 
alumni to drink and be social with 
their classmates. 
"Last year was the flrst time we 
did this and it got a great 
response," Dudolski said. "I just 
hope we have another great 
turnout this year." 
Need money for 
clothes? 
Sell your stuff in the Daily 
Eastern News and make 
mone! 
KELLY, Happy 21!1 B-Day 
Have Fun! Love, Your Brother 
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The quest for the crown begins 
Eight men vying for title of Greek Week King Nine women hoping to be named royalty 
By Nikki Nolan-Theodour 
Staff v.riter 
Amongst the many activities taking place 
during Eastern Illinois University's Greek 
Week 2002 is the task of selecting a Greek 
Week King. Each fraternity has chosen a 
member to represent them during this compe-
tition. 
Candidate Dave Eaton is a senior physical 
education rruyor and the president of Sigma 
Chi. H e credits the fraternity for assisting him 
in learning about himself as an individual. 
"fmjust glad to get nominated," Eaton said. 
"It is an honor and it shows how much my 
brothers respect me." 
Candidate Lawrence Ward III, a junior 
finance major, is from the Delta Tau D elta 
chapter. H e believes the members of Delta Tau 
D elta chose him for his motivation and 
involvement. 
"I believe that motivation and leadership not 
only reflect well upon myself but also upon my 
fraternity," Ward said. 
The members of Sigma Phi Epsilon chose 
Kyle Perry, a junior fmance major, for his work 
in and out of the chapter. Perry recalls Greek 
Week 1999 as a good memory. 
"We won that year," Perry said. "The activi-
ties were great. It was definitely fun." 
Perry hopes his involvement in 
Interfraternity Council and within his own 
chapter will give him a shot at the crown. 
Candidate Travis Liles, a senior administra-
tive information system major, entered Delta 
Chi as a freshman. H e has since filled many 
chairs and is currently the treasurer. 
"Greek life as a whole is a great experience," 
Liles said. " I loved learning about the house 
and iFC." 
Lambda Chi Alpha felt they had the best 
shot at winning by nominating P.J Caposey, a 
junior history major. Caposey is very involved 
in Lambda C hi and is president of his house. 
"I try to devote all of my time and energy to 
the house and to the campus as a whole," 
Caposey said. 
Sigma P i has chosen Bob Fredrickson, a 
senior history major, as their candidate. 
Fredrickson is the special events chairman for 
Sigma Pi as well as the chairman for new 
member development. 
"I think that I have just the same chance at 
winning as everyone else," Fredrickson said. 
D elta Sigma Phi nominated Seth Quinn, a 
senior family and consumer science major, for 
his work in the chapter and also for his involve-
ment in IFC and Student Government. 
"Greek Week is a great way to get all of the 
houses together and have a good time," Quinn 
said. 
H e also says that he enjoys encouraging the 
younger students to get involved. 
Candidate Paul Lytle, a senior communica-
tions major from Pi Kappa Alpha said he is 
most qualified "because I have held many posi-
tions and I am a graduating senior." 
"I can't say I have never been without repre-
sentation either within the fraternity, commu-
nity or school," Lytle said. 
By Allegra Hoopingarner 
Staff 'Mia-
This year's Greek Week Queen will be 
named Saturday April 6 in Lantz Arena dur-
ing the intermission of Airband. 
Candidate Brooke Reifsteck, a senior major-
ing in early childhood education, is the presi-
dent elect of Kappa Delta. Reifsteck is a mem-
ber of the H onors program, the Senior H onors 
Society and the National H onors Society. 
"I think someone who is involved in a lot 
and has experienced the different aspects of 
Greek life would be a good candidate for 
Greek Week Queen," Reifsteck said. 
Candidate Melissa Gornick, a junior major-
ing in speech communications, is the president 
of Sigma Sigma Sigma. 
"I think someone who represents their 
Greek chapter and has worked really hard in 
their classes, their community and interacts 
well with other Greeks would be a good can-
didate," Gornick said. 
Candidate j ulie Ferguson, a senior journal-
ism rruyor, is a four- year member of Sigma 
Kappa. 
Ferguson is features editor at Jhe Daily 
Eastern Mws and is a member of PRSSA as 
well as honors societies such as O rder of 
O mega and Rho Lambda. 
Megan Nugent, a junior rruyoring in fashion 
merchandising is, a member of Delta Zeta. 
"I think a good candidate would be someone 
who is responsible, shows leadership, is dedi-
cated to their position in their house and puts 
Did a trip to 
the principal's 
office fill you 
with dread? PYramids 
~Great - now you have 
to interview with the 
PRINCIPALJ 
Let the 
games 
begin! 
Greek Week 
Collegiate 
Bowl 
2002! 
forth an effort," Nugent said. 
Candidate Angie H oward, a senior rruyor-
ing in psychology, is a member of Alpha Sigma 
Tau. 
Candidate Amber jones, a senior majoring 
in sociology, is a member of Alpha Sigma 
Alpha. 
"I think someone who has strong leadership 
and respect of others would be a good candi-
date," j ones said. 
Angie jones is a member of the Kappa Delta 
Pi honors program and has been involved in a 
lot of Special Olympics as well as volunteered 
for the Nursing H ome. 
Katie Schlemmer, a junior majoring in 
speech communications is a member of Alpha 
Gamma Delta. 
"I think someone who shows enthusiasm, 
someone who doesn't just do things because 
they have to, but because they really love doing 
it, would make a good candidate," Schlemmer 
said. 
Schlemmer is also chair for the campus 
recreation board and treasurer of the Speech 
Communications Board. 
Colleen Klein, a senior majoring in market-
ing, is a member of Alpha Phi. 
"Someone who is a well-rounded person, 
well-known, gives to the Greek community 
and is a role model would be a good candidate 
for Greek Week Queen," Klein said. 
Klein is the vice president of the American 
Marketing Association, an advertising repre-
sentative for 7he Daily Eastern Mws and pres-
ident of Panhellenic Council. 
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SCHEBULE QF EVENTS 
April 4 
Announce Heats For Events- 5pm 
Greell Week Meeting 
Men's Weigh-Ins-- 6:30pm 
WresUing 1o1m 
Women's Weigh-Ins-- 6:30pm 
WresUing 1o1m 
April 7 
Greek Sing Reception -11am-1pm 
tanuGvm 
Greek Sing --1pm 
lanuGvm 
April 10 
Tugs IBig MenJ -- 4pm 
campus Pond 
Tugs IWomenJ -- Following 
campus Pond 
Unitv Event Bowling & Billiards - 9pm 
Unien Bowling Allev 
Have a fun 
and 
safe 
Greek Weeki 
Ar~- Ar~- Ar~- Ar~- Ar~- Ar~- Ar~- Ar~ 
Good Luck to 
everyone during 
Greek Week 2002! 
April 5 
Bingo --11am-5pm 
librarv Quad 
Airband Practice -11am-5pm 
lantzGvm 
Election Voting --12pm-4pm 
librarv Quad 
April 8 
Tugs llittle MenJ - 4pm 
campus Pond 
Tugs IWomenJ -- Following 
campus Pond 
April 11 
Fun Dav at Jefterson School- 8:30am-10:30am 
Jenerson School 
Fun Dav at Jefterson School--12:30pm-2:30pm 
Jenerson School 
Obstacle Course- 4pm 
campus Pond 
April 13 
Tugs Final-- 2pm 
campus Pond 
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The women of Sigma Kappa 
would like to wish everyone 
Good Luck 
on Greek Week 2002! 
April 6 
Greek Sing Practice -- 9am-4pm 
lanUGvm 
Airband I Coronation -1pm-10pm 
lanUGvm 
April 9 
Pyramids- 4pm 
GampusPind 
Canoe Races - Following 
GampusPind 
1st Round Collegiate Bowl-6pm-11pm 
Goleman 
April 12 
Tugs llittle MenJ -- 3pm 
GampusPind 
Tugs IBig MenJ - Following 
campus Pond 
Good luck 
to all 
from 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
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5b 
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Have a great 
GREEK WEEK!! 
Wants to Wish Everyone 
Good Luck During 
GREEK WEEK 
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School's Fun Day raises money, awareness Council experiencing 
its first Greek Week By Paul Kreiner 
Staff writer 
While competition carries on through 
Greek Week, money and crafts will be 
collected throughout the week to be given 
to St. j ude Children's Research H ospital. 
"Every fee that is collected from the 
different chapters during the week, will be 
given to St. j ude," Katie Strejc, Greek 
Week community service committee co-
chair said. 
St. jude opened in 1962 and is the 
premier research center for fatal child-
hood diseases. When they first opened a 
child with leukemia had very little chance 
for survival, but now these children have 
an 80 percent chance of living. 
St. j ude relies on public donations to 
get their funding, and their bills are not 
small. They have an operating cost of over 
$715,000 per day. 
"We have no set amount of money 
that we want to make," joe King , co-chair 
of Community Service Committee, said. 
With the help of the Greek communi-
ty and their relatives they hope to raise as 
much money as they possibly can. 
Fun Day at jefferson E lementary 
~ \. 
Place a \. 
BIRTHDAY AD~·.{ 
with a 
PHOTO & MESSAGE 
in the 
lJal$y EasterQ!U) 
Nlenl 
School will be held April 11th during 
Greek Week to raise funds for the chari-
ty. 
Twelve students from every chapter will 
go to jefferson School during 8:30 a.m. 
and 2:30 p.m. split between both sessions. 
Every chapter is required to pay $30 
that go toward buying craft supplies so 
the children of jefferson can participate in 
different projects which will be sent to St. 
jude. 
"Medals which will be made by the 
students out of paper plates will go along 
with the overall theme of Greek Week 
which is 'Let the Games Begin,'" Strejc 
said. 
Students at jefferson will also make 
get well cards that will be put in lunch-
bags that are decorated and handed out to 
the children of St. jude. The children at 
jefferson will also be able to play games 
such as Trees and Squirrels and relay races 
when they are not making crafts. 
The volunteers at jefferson will help 
assist the children while they are making 
their crafts and playing the games. 
To further raise funds, Greeks were 
given letters that they could send to their 
family members which in tum will allow 
-----------------------------------· 
the families to donate money to St. j ude 
Children's Research Hospital. 
T he letter talks about Kristopher 
Rivera, a former patient whose family 
needed the help of St. jude. Kristopher 
had an MRI which showed that he had a 
tumor the size of a tangerine and was 
diagnosed with medulloblastoma in 
December 1999. 
A couple of days after finding the 
tumor, doctors were able to remove it dur-
ing a 10 hour surgery. Kristopher had to 
go through 10 weeks of chemotherapy 
and 6 weeks of radiation, during this time 
he could not walk or talk. 
He finished his last round of 
chemotherapy jan. 10, 2001 and was at 
home running around with his brother 
Aldrin. 
"Greeks during Greek Week will keep 
Kristopher and all of the rest of the 
patients at St. jude in their hearts during 
this week," Amy Sabo, member of Alpha 
Phi sorority, said. 
T he Greek community will be 
involved in many competitions during the 
week, with their donations and support 
St. jude Children's Research Hospital will 
be the winners at the end of the week. 
By Alicia Spates 
Features reporter 
The National Panhellenic Council is taking part in 
Greek Week for their first year. 
The three Greek Week overalls are Tony Muse, 
National PanHellenic Council, jason Skorup, 
Interfraternity Council and Ingrid Kays, Panhellenic 
Council. 
Besides those individuals taking on leadership roles, 
every fraternity and sorority on NPHC is participating 
in the week's events. 
Muse is looking forward to good involvement from 
all the organizations this year and hopes the turnout for 
future years will be just as good. 
"My expectations are to become more involved in 
the Greek community outside of NPHC," Muse said. 
"As a Greek Week overall, I hope to incorporate 
NPHC into Greek Week and to increase my leadership 
skills." 
Greek Week has been known to benefit the ones 
involved through scholarships, coronation and an 
awards banquet. 
When asked if NPH C would participate in Greek 
Week next year, Muse replied, "Yes, Greek Week is a 
great way to interact with other Greeks on campus and 
is a good way to get to know people." 
Merchandise Outlet 
(discount store) 
Come see our wide selection of new, 
brand name items. I nc luding house 
wares, furniture, clot hes and shoes at 
half the price! 
• Men's, Lad ies, and Children's brand-
name sandals $1-$10 
• New sh ipment of Men's swimming 
trunks and Women's swim suits 
• Couches, chairs, tables, frames, and 
much more ... 
201 S. Kentucky 
Greenup, IL 
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The ladies of 
Alpha Gamma Delta 
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Good Luck 
during 
Greek Week 2002! 
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Tugs: a tradition of last team standing Return of canoe races 
highlights week of games 
Men's and women's 
squads to compete 
at Campus Pond 
By Brendan O'Connor 
Staff writer 
This year's tug of war competition, 
or tugs, is expected to be highly com-
petitive, as well as fun . 
By Alec Gleason 
Staff v.riter 
The canoe races, obstacle course, and human pyra-
mid are just a few of the Greek Week traditional games 
that will be held this week. 
The canoe races have been a Greek Week tradition 
for around 10 years, but were stopped last year because 
of lack of canoes. and were replaced by rafts. 
H owever, this year Greek Week will go back to the 
original format and race with canoes. 
Two people from each chapter will participate in the 
race and the team with the fastest time wins. 
The obstacle course is known as a "unity" event 
because each team is made up of five members from 
five different chapters. This event will be played for 
participation points. 
"It is a really important event to all 
the fraternities and sororities," said 
Kayla Ramsey, Greek Week Steering 
Committee rules and games co-chair. 
"They put a lot of work into it from the 
end of February till the beginning of 
April." 
The tugs competition is a tradition 
which goes back as long as Greek 
Week, and is always an important 
event. 
File photo 
Members of the Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority dig in their heals during last spring's 
tugs competition held at the Campus Pond. 
The human pyramid consists of 10 people from each 
chapter trying to make a pyramid in the least amount of 
time. Each pyramid will consist of four people on bot-
tom, three on top of those, two in the middle, and final-
ly one on top. 
"Tugs is a long-standing tradition 
to the fraternity system, it's a major 
event of Greek week, and a lot of peo-
ple always come out to see it," said 
Corey Duzan, Greek Week Sterring 
Committee rules and games commit-
tee member. 
The big man's tournament will con-
sist of eight members per team. 
H owever, the big men cannot exceed a 
cumulative weight capacity of 1,800 
pounds. 
member must weigh in twice. No team 
member is allowed to loose more than 
10 pounds within the month of weigh-
ins. 
The winners of the tugs competi-
tion will gain points for the overall 
Greek Week competitions. Last year's 
winners include Delta Chi in the big 
man's, Sigma Pi in the little man's, and 
Sigma Kappa in the women's division. 
The points awarded for the canoe races and the 
human pyramid will be as follows: five points for first 
place, four points for second and three points for 
third. 
This year tugs will have three levels 
of competition. There will be a big 
man's tournament, a little man's tour-
nament and a women's tournament. 
There will be eight teams for each 
level. 
In the little men's competition there 
will be teams of 10, and each team 
member must not exceed a weight of 
170 pounds. 
The human pyramid race will be held Tuesday. The 
women's pyramid will begin at 3:45 p.m. and the men's 
at 4:45p.m. 
The canoe races will be conducted directly after that 
with the men starting at 5:30 p.m. and the women at 
6:30p.m. 
In the women's competition there 
will also be teams of 10, and their 
cumulative weight must be less than 
1,650 pounds. This year for the 
women's competition, each team 
"I personally feel that tugs is one 
of the biggest events of Greek 
Week," Ramsey said. "I think of 
Greek Week and I think of tugs." 
The obstacle course will be held Thursday April 9 at 
4 p.m. and more canoe races will follow the obstacle 
course. 
Greek week 
from Page 1 
their community service, social 
aspects, athleticism, academic 
achievement and competitiveness. 
"This week is a way for the 
whole Greek Community to get 
together and show the campus our 
achievements," Kays said. "Our 
hard work has paid off." 
Dudolski said he looks forward 
to Greek Week every year. 
"Greek Week is the most 
important thing we do to bring all 
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the chapters together," he said. "It 
lets us recognize all the Greek 
chapters for their accomplish-
ments all year long." 
Dudolski said he was also excit-
ed about a new African-American 
council, NPH C, invited to partic-
ipate in this year's Greek Week. 
H e said that all the different 
councils are invited to attend the 
Greek Week games as are those 
who don't belong to a particular 
council. 
Kays said she would encourage 
all those involved in the Greek 
community, and even those who 
~ ~1!\1~ .L<f<Tb 
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Community colleges rates, 
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aren't, to come out and participate 
or watch what goes on during 
Greek Week. 
"(Greek Week) allows people to 
see the other side of Greek life," 
Kays said. "It breaks down the 
common stereotypes for the 
Greek community." 
Need money fo 
clothes1 
Sell your stuff in the Daily 
Eastern News and make 
money! 
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Greeks appreciate Norma Taylor every day of the year 
By Julie Ferguson 
Features Editor 
Norma Taylor has been secretary of 
Greek Life in the Student Life Office 
for sixteen years and every year during 
Greek Week there is a Norma Taylor 
Appreciation Day. This year it will be 
held on April 9. 
Stephanie Bolling, a senior psycholo-
gy major and Greek Week Steering 
Committee awards chair said every year 
all the chapters pitch in, and last year all 
the fraternities and sororities made a 
video for Norma on Greek Sing. 
"This year she will find out what her 
present is at the Awards Banquet at the 
end of Greek Week," said Bolling, who 
is in charge of the present for this year 
along with other members of the Greek 
Week Steering Committee. "We all 
keep it a surprise though." 
Norma Taylor said a typical day for 
her consists of answering phone calls 
with various questions regarding Greek 
life, explaining to students when an 
event is, and providing uplifting 
answers about Greeks to inquiring stu-
dents. She also has been a judge for 
some of the awards in past Greek Week 
events. 
She also keeps a database with 
records of every member in a fraternity 
and sorority. She is in charge of applica-
tions for Panhellenic and Interfraternity 
Council and honorary society applica-
tions. 
Norma Taylor began her job 16 years 
ago without ever having any experience 
with Greek life. None of her children or 
herself had been involved in a fraternity 
or sorority but her late husband had 
worked for the university and after he 
passed away in 1986, she decided to 
continue a relationship with Eastern. 
"I like every event of Greek Week, 
each are different in their own way and 
I like them all," she said. "The students 
are wonderful and I have received words 
of encouragement and keep mementos 
they give me. 
"T here are Jots of surprises, one year 
during Greek Week, I was greeted with 
a pink gorilla and I took a picture with 
him." 
"I like to see the students come in as 
'' I like every even of Greek Week, 
each are different in their own 
way and I like them all. The stu-
dents are wonderful and I have 
received words of encouragement 
and keep mementos they give 
me. 
Norma Taylor, 
secretary of Greek L~e 
'' freshman and watch them grow by their 
senior year," she said. "A kid is a kid and 
the same issues are present in Greek life 
as they were when I first started work-
ing, and they are handled the same 
way." 
Taylor said the best part of her job is 
the contact she keeps with the students. 
"You find our a Jot about them and 
tell you a Jot of things when they come 
into the office and we try to keep in 
touch with them after they graduate." 
Colin McAuliffe/ Associate photo editor 
Norma Taylor began working with Greek life 16 years 
ago. She said there have always been a lot of surpris-
es working on Greek Week. 
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